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New minimum wage
means fewer jobs
their revenues .
A good example of this is the
Since the minimum wage was
University Store. Because it is
increased from $2.30 to $2.65 per
self-supporting, the bookstore is
hour, many departments have
not drastically affected by the
been forced to look at their
wage increase. According to
budgets more closely.
University Store Manager, Tom
Where is the easiest place to cut
Hruska, a decrease in enrollment
corners in one's budget? The
or lack of business for some other
vulnerable student employees of
reason is his greatest concern.
course.
Another assured or steady job is
"They cut our budget then
one with the Food Services.
increase the minimum -wage we
According to Manager Glenn
must pay," said a secretary for the
Pennell, "We have a job that has to
Geography and Land Studies,
be done." Food Service fµnds are
Department. "There is no way we
a little easier to generate than are.
can employ as many students as
the Bookstore's.
All Food
we used to," she said. "It is very
Services has to do is show that the
simple to see why.''
price of food is increasing (which is
The Geography and Land
not hard to prove nowadays) and
Studies Department has in the
in turn increase the meal ticket
past employed as many as three
rates.
students, now they have only one.
According to. Pennel, he has
A few students have been "let
approximately 175 to 200 -students
go" in other departments also.
employed. ·
The layoff usually involves no
These so called businesses, as
ye~r.''
more than one student per
stated
above, have few, if ' any,
"I expect we will have to do
department. This may seem
students on work-study. Therenext
year,"
concludsome
cutting,
insignificant to those who are not
fore, they pay out a lot more .t han
laid off, but to those students who ed .Anshutz.
do other departments. · .
were, it may be more of a concern.
If one wants to find a job that is . The academic departments are
Do not be misled to think that practically guaranteed to be definitely the areas whi.ch are
each department must pay each steady, work for a business that most susceptible to student layoff.
student they employ the full $2.65 can increase its income. Food yet, some department heads
from their own budget. Many of' Services, The University Store speak of wage increase with little
the students work on a "work- and Resident Housing depart- concern.
Dr. Wells Mclnelly,
study" program of employment.
ments are about the only. areas on .director of the Counselling andThe department has to pay only campus that can directly increase
(Cont~- OD -Page 3)
twenty percent of the "workstudy" students' wages out of its
own budget.
Twenty percent of $2.65 ' may
seem like nothing to many people,
but a few cents per hour wage
increase can add up to dollars very
According to eyewitness ac-fast.
The Spring Quarter RegistraIn the January 12th issue of the tion Survey (conducted during counts, many times the survey
table, lo~ated outside the registraCRIER, B.O.C. member Rich Dietz Spring Quarter registration) has
tion exit, · was left unattended.
said, one option that the depart- been rendered "useless" by the
One .student, who was handing out
ments could choose is to pay people who headed the project.
students the $2.65 wage rate until · Robert Miller of the Testing and
CAMPUS CRIER Spring Specials,
said she saw students come back
the allotted funds run out. After Evaluative Services satd in a
the funds run out they are then. memorandum dated May 12, "The to the unattended table and fill out
several questionn~ires.
laid off.
above titled report contains errors
"I saw students coming back, at
Many of the academic depart- which render it useless for the
least half a dozen times," she said.
ments that employ just
few purposes for which it was restudents have chosen this method. quested by the Joint Student Fees "They would ask each other what
The English and History Depart- Committee. By this memorandum' they should put down and laughed
men ts are examples of this we are asking that you return your about it like it was a big joke.''
Miller said, "People were
practice.
copy to us, or make quite certain
supposed to be there. I told Peter
According to Jennie Patten, an that it is destroyed."
Gruhl that I could be there for the
English department secretary,
The memorandum continued by
"We had one student employee on saying, "We discovered these first half of Monday and then after
that it was his job."
work-study until her funds were errors only today. Although we
used up ... "
are embarrassed by having to
But·according to Peter Gruhl, he
What can a department say to a withdraw the report of the study,
was in charge of handing out the
surveys, ·because Miller wasn't
student when his/her allotted it would be much more embarrasgoing to be there.
funds _are use<} up? "See ya next sing as well as misleading if we
· "Mr. Miller defined when he
year when we get a new budget," were to try to defend the study
was said to one student.
with the errors in it. Please accept
would be able to help and then
turned it over to me," he said. "It
The above cases are ones in our apologies, and please make
w,a s difficult getting people fo man
which the departments can, if certain th_at the study is not used
the survey table."
absolutely necessary, do without or circulated. We disown it."
.BY PAT HADALLER

some or all of their student
employees. This work is usually
then given to the permanent
employees.
In contrast, many departments
"need" the student employees
they have. An employee from the
Education Department said, 1'W e
have six student employees and
need every last one of them. We
would be forced to make cuts
elsewhere if our budget is cut
·anymore.''
It seems that a department
which employs a ~rge number of
students, would be affected the
most by the increase in the
minimum wage. But this is not the
case. The Library is an example of
this. _"We employ 75 to 79
students" said Library Circulation
Head, Marie Anshutz. She said
personnel has not had to -be cut
back this quarter because: "There
were only two payrolls left in the

A wooden dome once sat on top of the tower (in the foreground) of
Barge Hall. The hall was built in 1893 and fear arose at that time
that the wooden dome may collapse. It was removed after the turn
of the century. There has been talk recently in rebuilding the dome
as part of Barge Hall's restoration project.

Spring survey 'useless'

a

"I think it's unfortunate that it
was invalidated, but 'i t was to be
done if the results aren't ac- •
curate," he said. "When people
weren't there it did affect how
mariy surveys we got back."
Gruhl said that the survey was
not used' a great deal when the
Joint Student. Fees Committe€
made their recommendations.
"We on the committee pretty
much had our minds made up on
the way allocations would go and
didn't rely on the survey too
much," he said.
The survey was invalidated
after Joint Student Fees allocations had been announced.
On Tuesday, midmorning to late
·afternoon, there was no one'
maning the survey booth. Only ·a
sigrr that Gruhl said he put up to
remind students to fill out a form.
"I put it up before I left and it
was there when I got back," he
said.
He added that while he was
gone there was supposed to be

another person maning the table.
According to the survey, there
were 582 useable surveys collected. The results did not define
what useable meant, though.
Greg Trujillo, director of Testing
& Evaluation Services, explained
that 582 was the total number of
surveys filled out. The results•
state that: "It is clear that we
obtained an excellent cross section
sample of the student body in the
collection of these 582 questionnaires."
Yet that is not quite accurate
either. Trujillo and Miller both
stated that the survey only
showed 80 percent of upperclassmen's opinions and does not
represent the total student body.
According to Trujillo and Miller,
the 582 surveys represent 23
percent of the -Junior class and 42
percent of the Senior class. The
Sophomore and Freshman class
was not represented.
(Cont. on Page 3)
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'News Notes
JOHN HENRIK CLARK TO LECTURE

· John Henrik Clark a distinguished black historian, will present a
lecture on the "Neglected Aspects of Africans and the New World"
at Central on May 2.0. H~ will be relating the African past to the
similarities of Black American culture today, accordin«:! to Liz
Lane, Black Student Union Coordinator. The lecture is sponsored
by Central's Black Student Union.
Clark, a professor in the Black & Puerto Rican Studies at Hunt~r
College in New York, -ls an authority on the subject of Black
American history and culture.
In addition, he is an Advisory ·Editor for the African American
Scholar Journal. He was also past president of the African
Heritage Association, New York.
Clark is well known for his extensive writings on the Black
culture throughout the .world.
·
·
· He will also attend a faculty reception th_is Friday (May 19) at
the Grupe Conference Center.
· The lecture will be held in Hertz Auditoruim from 1:3 p.m.
Tickets are on sale in Yakima and Ellensburg from B.S.U. ·
members, for $2 for students or $2.50 at the door, and $3 for adults
or $3.50 at the door.
.
.
Special ticket orders are now being taken for people outside of
tbe Yakima-Ellensburg area through the Black Student Union.
FUTURE JOBS MARKET

According to Ralph Keller, director of the Career Planning and
Placement Center at Stanford University, English, history, arts
and political science are the majors to stay away from.
Keller said that if students want a job upon graduation from
college, the liberal arts are to be stayed away from. He said that
there are many more graduates in these fields than jobs. ,
In the foreseeable future the job picture looks good for
engineering, business administration, and science graduates,
especially those from prestigious schools.
CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES

At its recent meeting, the Board of Control approved new
constitutional changes.
The majority of the alterations were wording changes according
to Dave Thomason, B.O.C. chairman; but one of the major
decisions was to take the B.O.C. -constitution out of the
- Washington Administrative Codes (W.A.C.), thus making it easier
for future B.O.C.'s to make changes in the constitution without
student input & involvement.
The Judicial Council was totally eliminated from the constitution
· and the co~sporisoring of the Faculty Senate's Judi~ial Council and
then expanding its membership was proposed.
These changes will be voted on by the student body before the
end of the quarter, according to Thomason and must ultimately be
approved by the Board of Trustees.
MUSEOLOGIST TO GEORGIA

Central's museum director, Leonard R. Williams, has been
invited to participate for the second time in a research project on
St. Catherine's Isla·nd, Georgia by the American Museum of
Natural History.
The project, ~nvolving the survey and beginning excavation of ,
bqth prehistoric a~d historic sites, will last for three weeks during
May.
.
This is Williams' second visit to St. Catherine's Island, which is
, approximately six miles off the Georgia cost near Savannah. Two
years ago he was also part of the American Museum research
project th~re.
. -RAFFLE WINNERS

The International Club raised close to $500 in a scholarship fund
raffle last month. Proceeds from the raffle go toward helping
foreign students further their education at Central. The drawing
was held May 9 and -. winners were:
First_:.Fred Lister won one quarter free tuition (Lister is a math
instructor at · Central and turned the money back into the
scholarship fund.) ,
Second-D.E. Edson and Bob Strupe each won a five dollar gift
certificate. ·
Third-Sara Mock, won three burgers at Barney's; James K.
Fowler, won a _gift certificate at , Kentucky Fried Chicken; and
John Wilson, won a five dollar gift certificate at El Charro
RestauranL
The International Club will also ·be holding a car wash in
Albertson's parking lot this Saturday (May 20), from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m.
,
CHICANO CULTURAL AWARENESS EVENTS

The MECHA Club, in cooperation with the A.S.C. and ·the
Central Administration, will be holding a two-day Chicano Cultural
Awareness event on May 19 and 20.
This event will also serve as a recruitment process in bringing
Chicanos to Central. MECHA clubs and school representatives
from throughout the Yakima Valley will be present.
This Friday, beginning at 9 a.m. in the S.U.B. Pit, there w_ill be a
film entitled Salt of the Earth. At 10:30, following the film, two
speakers will speak on Chicanos in Education and Cultural
Awareness. At 12 noon, "Bailes Folkloricus", a Mexican dance
-group from Granger, will perform.
.After lunch there will be a ·campus tour and information on
Admissions, Housing, and Financial Aid for the Chicano students.
That evening and night will be wrapped up with the attendance at
Dr. Clark's presentation and the Disco put on by the B.S.U.
On Saturday there will be a Chicano basketball tournament. at.
the Pavilion. Everyone is invited and more than welcome to
_attend these events.

Rail safe~y queried
through the Student Health Clinic
and Kittitas Valley Hospital.
Kittitas County also has a
Central has approximately three contingent or conditional plan
miles of double track which is the based on a much larger scale than
private property of the Milwaukee the city plan.
According to Burlington-NorthRailroad, headquartered in Chiern's Seattle Superintendant in a
cago.
The track enters the campus recent speech in Tacoma, the
region from the west, northwest safety record of the railroad is
near the campus heating plant and better than that of the trucking
exits east, southeast . across industry. Unfortunately, when a
Eighth A venue near Big John's. It train derails, it's major news.
"We take all the precautions we
passes within 400 yards of Hertz
Hall and the S.U.B. and borders can," said Frank Pawlak, division
the two largest parking lots on engineer located in Seattle, "derailments are a dangerous and
campus.
expensive thing."
The dan_ger of a derailment is
Each section of track is
very real, not just at Central, but evaluated and a speed limit is
just about anywhere.
posted. The tracks must meet
The fact that it could affect any specific standards, and, taking into
student on- campus, especially if consideration their condition, the
something were to happen during speed limit on the tracks running
a class change, is a frightening through Ellensburg and Central is
prospect.
posted at 35 m.p.h. according to
. Some of the spikes securing the Pawlak.
The condition of the track ~ver
track near the trestle above the
mall, have been noted as being most of the U.S. has been more
very loose to the point of being difficult to maintain since , the
able to lift them out by hand.
reported bankruptcy of the MilShould the unthinkable derail- waukee Railroad.
Maintenance crews have been
ment oc~ur, the city fire and police
departments have a mass · cas- drastically cut back as a result of
ualty/disaster plan.
However, this, there are therefore less men
according to the Chief of Campus to handle a larger area of track.
According to Pawlak, generally
Police, Dolf Brickley, Central has
no campus-wide evacuation plan. someone goes over at least part of ,.
There are individual plans based the Ellensburg track everyday. In
on fire and bomb threats, but no addition, the roadmaster is remass evacuation plan. ·
quired to periodically inspect all
Th~ city-wide phm is practiced
the track in his specific area. The
twice a ·year, and is co-ordinated. tracks
also ' cneekeif by the
BY BECKY PRIEUR AND
KEN STALEY

are

F .R.A., federal inspectors of track
safety standards.
Each loaded freight car has an
informational listing of: cargo,
origin, destination, shipper, and in
some cases, special handling
requirements. Information on
potentially hazardous material are
not, however forwarded to populated centers where the freight
must pass.
There are 1,800 types of cargo
that are termed hazardous material handled by the railroad. Oil,
dieseJ fuel and chemicals are
probably the most hazardous
materials transported by the
railroad in Washington, according
to Pawlak.
All of the traffic through the
campus is freight. Milwaukee's
biggest product is the materfal
generated by the pulp and lumber
mills on the coast. Automobiles
and wheat are also primary freight
items.
M.D. Williamson, Milwaukee's
closest freight agent, stationed in
Othello, said that the track is used
by at least five trains daily. This ·
does not include any "specials"
that Milwaukee occasionally puts
into service.
The probability of a derailment
on Central's campus is very slight,
but with the train traffic that goes
through Ellensburg, it is a realistic
possibility.
The students of Central will just
have to rely on the competency of
the Milwau~ee Railroad to make
sure all possible precautions are ·
taken to prevent such a disaster.

Business conference slated
Ten members of the Lambda Chi .workshops, rap sessions, and a
Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda at variety of speakers to motivate
Central will leave on July 4 for San and inform. Gerald Ford has been
Francisco, California to attend the invited to speak on July 5. A
27th annual F.B.L.A.-P.B.L. Na- formal A wards Banquet on the
tional Leadership Conference. Phi evening of July 8 will feature
Beta Lambda is the national presentation of national awards
organization for postsecondary and the installation of newfy
and college students interested in elected national officers.
The State P .B.L. , Leadership
and preparing for careers in
business and business education.
Conference was held here at
The national organization, head- · Central May 5 & 6. Winners of the
quartered in metropolitan Wash- state competition were as follows:
ington, D.C., has close to 1,100 Largest -Local Chapter Memberchapters in the U.S., Guam, ship, Central, Office Procedures,
Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone, Gayle B·u rton; Business Law,
and has a total membership of · Kathy Kays; Business Administraclose to 14,000. Approximately tion, Vicki Gross; Executive
1,000 students. and advisors are Typist, Gayle Burton; Executive
expected at this year·~ Con- Secretary, Clarice Burton; Busiference.
ness Communications, Kathy
The major business of the Kays, Wendy Smith, and Luann
. Conference is the election of Wolden; Extemporaneous Speaknational officers for the 1978-79 ing, Wendy Smith; Ms. Future
school year and a series of Business Manager, Wendy Smith;
competitive events among chap- Ms. Future Executive Secretary,
ters and state delegations. In Luann Wolden; Mr. Future Busiaddition_, ·there are informative ness Executive, Gregg Probach;

Ms. Future Business Executive,
Kathy Kays; Ms. Future Business
Teacher, · Phyllis Shaw; Local
Chapter Activity Report, Central;
Who's Who In P.B.L._, Vick Gross.

1978•79 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

Although the deadline has
passed, applications for financial
aid for 1978-79 are still available in
the Office C?f Financial Counseling
and Fhiahcial Aid, Barge Hall,
room 209. Late applicants will
depend solely on availability of
funds after awards have been
made to . "on time" · applicants.
Students applying for financial aid ·
at Central for 1978-79 must
complete the confidential statement and the Central application
form.
Undergraduate students
are, also, required to apply for the
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant~
-

May 18, 1978-.
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Not enough money in J.S.F. budget
.

.

The Joint Student Fees alloca~
.. I had talked to 'a bout ~u
tions for the 1978-79 fiscal, year students at Greeh River .'Comwere released last ·week, and have munjty College, and they had
rn~t with criticism altd frustration. expressed .a great interest in
"The budget, which :funds 22 corning to Central and working on
departments, shOwed the greatest KCWS. I really don't know what
reduction in the athletics depart- they are _going to think now."
The Music dep-artment al so
ment. It to,ok a 67,598 cut.
According -"to Vern Labay, received less from J.S.F. than last
Academic Accountant and "advisor year. Their original bu,dget
J.S.F.
Last Year's
Organizations
to the Joint Student Fees request was $13,516-an increase
Recommendation
Budget
Committee, tlie ·reason the cut- " of $3,516 over last year. However,
back~ in funding - occurred was their projected, bu<Jget for next
$119,700
$52,004
Men's and Women's Athletics
because of the Off-Campus Pro- year, by the J.S.F., will be $8,900.
$22,iOO
gram.
, , The last to be cut was _the Men'&Men's and Women's Intramurals
$19,500
· Labay said the J$.E. was & Women's Athletic Department.
Cheerleaders
-0~ $1,500
tounting on . the same amount of · Originally requesting $137,260 for
$14, 800
$13,000
on-campus students as .last year.
next year, the Athletic Depart-.
Drama
.
- 11'5
000 · '.
$5,000
But tast year's campus " stude~t ment is now wondering how they
Art Gallery
<I> '
·enrollment could not be counted.on can . survive· on their allocation of
Music
$8,900 •\
·$10,000
'for next year.
,
, $52,004.
-0~
-011
If more students enroll in the , Gary Fredricks, Chairman of the
S. U .B. Fire Account
$33,752
$34,500
. Off-Campus Program .than. or~gin- Athletics Department, said that,
Recreation
ally estimated," Labay said, "And · "It will mean - the· dropping of
Instructional Swimming
$12,000
$12,000
. increase jn funding could be a programs, five from women's
Com.petitive Youth Swimming
$3,000
$3,000
possibility ..sports and five from men's."
$41,199"
$41,000
Becau~e of .the ' lo:W "projection
''This really concerns us,"
Board· of Control
.
.
rate of off-campus enrollment, .the . Fredricks said.
"Esp.ecially
CAMEUS CRIER
- , $46,000
-$46,000
.Joint·Student Fees Committee had concerning' the number ·of people
. KCWS ; '·
.
$1J,l38
$9,.500 .
to work with $35.,000 less than·last involved . . There would be many
$425.00
year. ···
··
. ~.who .will leave.Central beeause.of ·
New Student Week
~ $77",3.15
$53,000
·However, even ·though tP.e ~ the cut, . which would mean less
Social Activities
. J.S.F. worked .· with $35,000" ·1ess, ., money, to work with next .year.
' - Resource Sharing Team.·
. -:- -0-: :. ·;1·
. - $500~00 .
.the allocations increased for eiglit; ' And. · tha.t would ' m.e an ;'less . ,
·
· ,- ,· s·2.,s90, ,_ ·
.'.; _;_ :$600.00 .
d~partinents over last year. , The". · &tud~~ts tlie year after. !tis.like.a .
. Student Fees Accountin·g
·~
r
.- .. $12,500
.'. m9~ey _~~r.·.t~ej1_n~,cati~µ g~ne~aliy_</vicio~s.''tµ:cie.~· Jie_· ~aid.· _.._..
. · ,,
'Room
. -',,. ~ _:_$128·,69,0 '.
.~~e ~~.n· ~~bfih1ating'fotir depart..;. 'j ~. ·: ''\V~ .. ,d on\ :,# ant· to P.anic · but
'1?ood :\Service.
..._ ~
meri~s, ~·ahd .' the:. r~au¢ti0n of:. four..~.. there ·iS,po w~Y 'We can op~rate on . .
.. '
..... I ' .
.
.
·
..
·
.
:
'
·.:__::
$55;36,
3
:
·
.·$60,rOOO ,
.·· others. \ ;·: . .:~ .· .. _, . ·' .·,- :·;:·;:.,.'~··$52,0®~" Fredricks said. . ":We are .. -_ .S.U.R ' Admhiistration
.
'
'' ,
,
$
4~,100
.
:
"
.
7-$5J;:7 00 .
, ,, :' . ;.The .:"~l>~rtm~rit~ ·. harde·s t ..:11ic;··:'rii?-1Ciiig it onS:,112,000 now...'hµt not .
U .B. Custodial "' .
. :,~~-$130~000 .
· · ,w~r~: · Soe~lActi\iities by $24,315. ·;;'h f much . at . all~ it'~ ~ strtj:8'6'le.
·, s~.·y.B. Engiheer!ng
$115,'8~~
· · :_J9bn Prinkwaj.:er~ Director Of We a~e ·nOt keeping' tip with
Student .Activities 's~id· this pos-; . inflation.
.... ;
-: .
''
.. "We . made- sure that there is more received the· ~aine budget as
sibly will mean.fewer concerts for . . "If. this budget stand"s .·as it is, university "like o~rs shouJd. fund a
. · : · - '" ·
· .~~xt year, 1·along with other ': there wili be only two womeri's va.r sity ·sport," the ·spokesman· enough·"to supp"o rt basketball, . last year.
.' ·
. Those depart~~nts dropped
. which costs $12,00Q and brings in
·activities. '
: .
, ·
sports .and four :men's sports for said. · · "
KC\VS w~s next ·on ." the .list ·to next · ye~t," Fredricks continued.
"In the committee's viewpoint, the same/! the· spokesman said. <
(Cont~ on P~e 8)
receive .· less funds than last year: -, . But according to a spokesman intramural~ is more important .. When it was pointed out that
·$1,638 . l.ess. ·Station Dir"ector for the Joint Student Fees than varsity s·p orts. They cost too the J;S,; F. could · not .appropriate :
Terry Tally said this · will not Committee, varsity sports may not much when · that money could funds for one sport over another
~upport
reach more students in intra- but only could ·give a lump sum,
seriOusly hurt the radio station ~ut be that important anymore.
the spokesman offered no comit certainly will _n ot help it either. · . "There is s<_?me quesj:.j..!>n if a murals," he said.
ment.
.
Four department~ were ·drop~·
' ped completely . by :the Joint.
Student Fees Committee and four
" '
.
.

1978"'.'79 Joint Student Fees Committee allocations

1

I

-ot. ··

!

. .· / . ..;- i_t9.l!QOJ
. $l3Q;oot>·

'Games

·s.

Crier.

FOnds available in somedept.
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(Cont. from Page 1)
do not know . that the minimum
Student Development Center said, wage is going to increase to $2.90.
"We will1 have to take things ' asl Since they have not begun
they come."
"~
working ..with next year's budget,
Dr. Donald Clark, director of the next increase has not become a
- Computer Serviees,' reinforces th.e ,concern to tqem-yet; that is.
above quote, but for other reasons.
He has 'lots of r;noriey left in his
budget because he can 'not ·find
qualified students. to fill positions.
"I would like to have thr.ee or
(Cont. from Page 1) .
fqur student programmers this
quarter but, I can only finp one
The survey table being unatthat is qualified. Perhaps next .. tended was only one of ' two
year it will be of concern to us.
That is if we can fill the positions." . problems .which plagued, the
survey. .According to Trujillo .
The Conference Centers employ and Miller, the computer and the ·
approximately 20 . st,udents• on a hand tally . of the ' last four
direct minimt..-:n . wage rate. (no questions did not_correspo1,1d.
- t f our- quest'ions on t"Lne
work-study). · When asked if tlie
Th e 1as
wage increase has affected their . survey dealt · with the football
budget, Manager Elain Wright ,
· sa:id, "I have been figuring my
budget ,very carefully,",
1
Wrtght s~id she · is thinking of·
. layfog · off or just not piring
students d,udng the_sfow montns.
,. "During January and February we :
. do . not Ji.ave .many confere~ce . '
. &'ro~I!~·'.' said Wr}ght: "for obviou~.
.reasons. - I usually keep the .
students on <luring .these months
doing repair anrl Clean-~p w.o rk but '.
)t looks . like next year I will put ·
· these jobs off until l neecUo hire ·.
{ SOnie I help., to,,: handle '; ac.t ual;'
c():qference groups,'~. she' said. , '
Many of ·.t he departmen~ nead~

Orie may think that the .loss of a
few jobs that has been ·occurring
across campus i~ insignificant, but
wait till that sad day when your
employer comes up to you and
s~!s, "Sorry,- -you're out of a job."

I

·Survey may be re-is.s ued

Support

advertisers

team continuation and the soccer
teani funding by Joint Student
F'ees.
·- ·
- ·Miller said that the last four
questions could be thrown out and
·still , use· the survey to represent
the opinions - of the Junior and
Senior class. He said that after
they have time to trace the errors,
"if that can be done,., the report
may be re-issued.
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G.O. Hansen

Parents protest textbooks

JI

·~)\
A battle has been joined in the
Ellensburg School District over
the use of a series of junior high
textbooks entitled Promise of
America. The opposition leaders
object to what they describe as the
immoral, sacreligious and unpatriotic nature of the texts.
There is nothing novel about
their complaints and· anyone
plannng to enter the teaching
profession will undoubtedly be
involved in' similar cases. Certain
or!la.nizations and people have
always felt uneasy when con-

fronted with a critical examination
of American history. What I've
often wondered is how these
people view those obviously
unsavory elements of past American policy.
Should we view the issue of
slavery as a minor aberration in
America's quest for justice and
equality?
What about the
. exclusionary laws aimed specifically at Chinese? Should junior
high school students be aware of
these facets of American idealism
gone wrong? According to the
critics of Promise of AmericaNO.
Those opposed to the use of

these texts also are outraged by . parents felt the books gave the . textbooks. If there is opposition
the use of mild expletives-most of ' United States undeserved credit from both sides of the political
which are commonly heard over for a benevolent policy toward spectrum, the texts must be at
the television-such as Hell and Vietnam. They objected to the ·least minimally interesting. Those
S.0.B. The sight of these words "atypical" letters fromsoldiers in texts which elicit no response from
alone, they claim, can cause moral Vietnam who stated that they anyone are probably bland to the
disintegration in the young mind.
were defending the Free World point of being worthless. · RegardThese words are contained in from Communism and that anyone less of how the issue is resolved in
primary source materfals, i.e. who protested against the war at the Ellensburg School District, it
personal correspondence. Of home was aiding the enemy.
should serve to motivate some -of
course, they also have taken
the students to read the books• if
umbrage with the racial slurs used
Perhaps this offers a litmus test only to find out wht all the fuss is
by some of the letter writers.
which s~ould be applied to all about.
Perhaps the irony of the
situation is that a group of
Connecticut parents also objected
to -the use-of these texts-=-but for
quite the opposite .reason. Those
1

Minorities

assess

What can't money buy?
Some of you may have been
saddened upon leaving the security of home to find that one of the
fundamental rules of life in modern
America is that without money,
you're about as happy as a used
ear (What?). Let's face facts, kids,
money ·not only' makes the world
go round, it also keeps you
supplied in Ted Nugent albums,
frozen pizzas, and gas to run tl;iat
ear Dad bought you for graduation. Think about it: Is there
really anything money can't buy
these days?
Wisdom, love,
happiness, . meaning in life-they
all have a price; you just have to

learn what it is.
The only problem with this is
that money doesn't grow on trees;
or on anything else, for that
matter. It has .to be obtained by
some method that works for the
individual. In other words, if
you're not lucky enough to be ·
Chairman of the Board at G.M.,
you'll have - to work for it.
Work? The word sticks in the
throat. YOU EXPECT ME TO DO
THAT? BUT I'M AN ARTIST! I
SERVE HUMANITY! Sure you
do, pal, we all do. THE WORLD
OWES ME A LIVING! I certainly
can't argue with that.
Okay,
you've convinced me, and no, I
don't have any spare change.
Even good, old education costs
money, an4 ~ome students on

the post

Liz Lane

Nate Smith
campus have to take jobs to get
through the most humble liberal
arts program. I'm sorry if this
upsets you, but the truth always
hurts. It'S a sad life for the poor
student who has to get up every
morning facing classes and a few
hours of work a day. School of
Arts and Humanities or School of
Hard Knocks, okay., but both at
the same time? Let's have a little
pity -on the poor guy who has to
study his medieval philosophy in
between pumping tankfuls of
unleaded or regular, not even
taking into account the possibility
of checking under the hood. But
that's the way it is in modern
America, kids. So, save your
bucks; you:re probably finding out
that you'll need them.

The list of these accomplishAs the academic year slowly
draws to a close, many Central ments can go on and on but in all
students are given to reminiscing, actuality what does this all mean?
There are many who would
taking into account personal gains
believe that these accomplish·
and losses throughout the year.
Some of the minority organiza· ments are in fact minor and that
tions also find themselves reasses- the minorities' struggle for them
sing this year's happenings and .was in vain, because ·after all,
find themselves feeling rather there supposedly is no racism on
satisfied with their group ac- this campus and everyone is equal
under _the law-or are they?
complishments.
For example, Central's Black
The laws assuring total equality
Student Union, MECHA, and the for all persons are merely fancy
Intertribal Club all had awareness words on fancy paper that mean
weeks primarily designed to nothing and do nothing unless the
introduce their cultural values and people who need · these laws to
lifestyles to the white majority protect them start to use them and
and. to help in acheiving multicul- see that they are enforced.
tural learning experiences for all
As we witness the rise of such
races.
extremist -groups as the Nazis and
While the white majority K.K.K. and see them try to' slowly
turnouts to these functions were erode away the laws so valiantly
small, many feel that this was a big fought for during the Civil Rights
step in the area of promoting Movement, the struggle for total
better ethnic awareness and race equality locally and nationally,
relations on campus.
intensifies.
,
Another gain was in the area of
This
year's
struggle
has proven
st udent government and administrative budget policy, as for the that racism, no matter how subtle,
first time minority groups were still exists (I have yet to hear a
considered in the budget-making minority student deny it) and that
people of all races must work
decisions of these two structures. together to combat it. '
Many meetings with Dr. Brooks
Central has come a long way in
and his staff along with .meetings
with the B.0.C. helped bring this acknowledging minorities but still
about and as a result, for the first has a way to go before it can
time in Central's history, funds alleviate some of its prevailing
will be allotted to the minority racial problems.
Hopefully everyone will work
organizations to help them carry
together
to make Central a place
out their cultural awareness
educational processes on this where total equality can truly
exist.
campus.

er1er
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Letters To The Editor
Social
disease
DEAR EDITOR:
We h~ve read the article that
appeared in the May 4th issue of
the CRIER about the Nazi here on
Centr al's campus.
We do recognize your right to
adhere to the First Amendment
which entitles you- ·to express
different and often controversial
views in the press.
We hope that all other controversial issues will be duly
-respected and given the same
prominence.
It's obvious to us that this type
of ignorance and hatred-expressed
in the article is part of a social
disease that we should all work
together to cure.
We suggest you use the activity
of Dr. John Henrik Clark, who will
speak on "Neglected Aspects of
Africans and The New World", in
a positive image to the total
campus· community of Blacks as
positive continued elements in
American Society.
CHESTER CRAIG JOHNSON,
PRESIDENT, BLACK
STUDENTS UNJQN

Anony1nity
co 1n1nended
DEAR EDITOR:
Regarding the interview with
the Nazi supporter: although I
found his views to be thoroughly
disgusting and frightening, there
was one intelligent point. '.fhat
guy was extremely smart not to
release his name and_address.
ELIZABETH CASSIDY

Ignorance
forgiven

progress in this world. Forgiveness is one of the greatest gifts
mankind has at his disposal, the
only medicine with which we may
cure these tortured minds lost in
the darkness of life.
To harbor hate for those who
would destroy the flowers of the
world, would be to stagnate
ourselves in life's stream. To
respond violently would be to
compliment the ignorance we seek
to destroy. We must be as a still
peaceful pond which when disturbed by a stone thrown into its
center, responds to the impact of
the stone, accepts it and returns to
its peaceful state. The stone now
lies in silence on the bottom, its·
effects being temporary, it becomes a part of the p~nd. - Surely
· the stone is not the cause of this
disruption, but it is the fofce that
propelled the stone, and used it as
an instrument, a tool, that is the
cause.
As evil is live spelled backwards, there must be a positiv~
force in order for a negative force
_to exist and vice versa. When
these stones of ignorance are cast
amongst us, we must understand
that which is positive within the
negative, and return to the path of
Unity and Harmony.
We must not let these discords
create fear or hatred within our
hearts , for it is upon these
weaknesses the ignorant ideas,
and thoughts of the past must
fee d. F ear and Hate · creat e
disharmony and confusion causing
a breakng up of the unity of
mankind, leaving us exposed as
the new born bird which has fallen
from its nest.
We must remain united against
the forces that would cause
Brother to hurt Brother. For it is
the spirit of brotherhood and love
that we are to find freedom and
peace.
Those who would preach .supremacy of one designated race,
and belittle those races they feel
are beneath them are as infant
children, they must be led from
the blindness of their illusionary
worlds, and their eyes opened to
the trut~ of the kinship to all that
are products of nature. And those
imperfections they heap on those
they
think a:ce threats to · the
__

supremacy of their race, are
illusions created within their own
realms of thought. Abstractions
so real, thoughts become clouded
with confusion and they strike
blindly ·at their brothers using
their philosophy as a tool of
hatred.
As we must be patient with the
-irate child who knows what the
truth is, but prefers to entertain
himself with fanciful desires, we
must give understanding_and love
when we can, in hopes our
kinsman will join us in repairing
the fabric of which we are all a
part. We must remember that
because we do not care for these
philosophies, we cannot place
ourselves higher, or someone else
lower on the ladder of life. We
have all at one time or another
become irate children with selfish
desire of superiority. Some of us
infringing upon the feelings and
rights of others. So, as we forgive
ourselves, so we must forgive our
brothers.
,
We all draw our breaths
the same source, and in this source
we have our ·beginning and end.
Though some of us prosper
'meterialistically more than others,
in the end these shells we call
bodies shall return to dust.
There is not one garden in which
the flowers of many, colors are
planted. Together they form a
garden tended by one Great
Gardener.

Library
parking
DEAR EDITOR:

We the undersigned of Central
Washington University totally
agree with Dr. D.oroth ~ ~-~rad er in

@PIONEER~

Crier error

HIGH FIDELITY

"Summer's Comin' "
DEAR EDITOR:
(ln response to your May 4 issue
feature article on Nazi news.)
Whatever your reasoning, I feel

SALE!

Electronics at

Spectacular
-Savings!

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Will do tlaeeea, term papen
eoane work, tableta, elluta, ete.
Call: 925-1727. Alk for Gail.

Looking for Summer Storage?

This negative cry of ignorance
we hear from the retrogressed
minds of fellow beings, blinded by
the cancers of the past, imprisoned
by the chains of tradition, must not
be ignored or despised. They must
be understood, and forgiven, for
they are the confused cries of o~
Brothers, and we must learn to use
2-1::!_~'!~~ to forgive if we are to

JER,
A STUDENT

her opinions on the parking meters
and lack of parking space near the
library. Why is all the open space
by the library allowed to go
unused when people are risking
parking tickets by crowding into
every available spot ill and around
the meters?
CAROL L. WALTERS
ROBERTA HALE
MARTHA ROBINSON
JACK POMPELLA
H. B. ROBINSON
KATHY JOHNSON
PAM McCLAIR
DIANE KENT
AURORA GARZA
KAREN CULVER
LINDA WILKERSON
CAROL BERG
D. E. RUFFLE SR.
JANICE ANDERSON
CORLEE BUELL
JENNY POWELL
JAN SC..OWER
R.M.TORRENS
KAREN L. SHAEFFER
DAVID DEMMEAT
WA\'NE FLOYD
ROBERT SATELO
MIKE DALTON
CINDIE RATAEZYK
RICKY Y. GREEN
'PATRICK C. RADFORD
JEANNIE M. JANSEN
RANDY JEEPER
BRIAN PICKARD
CATHY SAYLES

NOW ihrough MONDAY MAY 22

S.M. HEBERT,
A STUDENT

,

DEAR EDITOR:

you have erred and erred deeply.
If you meant to stimulate
intellectual university discussion
why did you provoke that through
the route-of-hate; lessons of the
past show us that racism is an odd
evil. Your approach, your format,
your lack of balance and opposing
views ... all of it shows journalistic
carelessness .. . totally lacking in
Wisdom. Freedoms do not call for
the abuse of those freedoms.
A disclaimer is rather an empty
gesture when it is set over an
article of hate.
Interview, content, publisher:
how could you have been so
frivolous with Your freedom ... in a
community one would hope respects wisdom.
"Eyes they have, but they see
not."

Call

Ellensburg Transfer Co. ·
Moving & Storage
Agents for United Van Lines
925-2800- ·1 12 So. Railroad Ave.
-

'

RECEIVERS:
sx 550
sx 650
SX-950
sx 1050

List
$275
325
650
750

INTEGRATED AMPS:
SA 5500-11
SA 7500·11
SA 8500-11

$135
250
350

$109

AM/FM STEREO TUNERS:
TX 5500-II

$150

$115

TURNTABLES:
PL-516

Sl50

$125

Sale
$219
259
439
469

189
269

SOUND PROJECT ro-A
SPEAKERS: 2-Wat bookshelf

& Galaxy Room

list $80 ea.

$49

Students get .acqua_inted
with · our complete_breakfast
4 Bloch
W. of C~llege

U.6.

to ,
U.S..

H~v -

at Jct. of

Hwy. 97

Ellensburg

Restaurant 962-9977

ea.

- - -......resent stock only!

and dinner menu.
Serving the Ellensburg comm unity ·
and college for 37 years.

SALE

Golaxy Room: 962-9908

-NEW merdiandise
•FULL warranty
•SUPER perfonnance
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Smith announces
House candidacy

'Sneak Peek' shows C.W.U.
BY NANCY WOLFF
While the thoughts of most
Central students are focused on
finals and leaving for the summer,
140 prospective students from
throughout the NoPthwest were
here May 11-13 for a "Sneak Peek"
at campus life.
This three-day preview cost the
students only $3 for meals and
lodging but an approximate $1,500
tab wa~ picked up by the Housing
Office which gets its money from
student funds.
_
Wendell Hill, director of Auxilary Services said the $3 fee was-a
special recruitment fee. "If we
' succeed in recruiting that many
students for next year, the cost
will have been well worth it.
The $3 fee is half of what W.S.U.
charges for recruitment.
According to Jan Tweedie;
manager of Barto Hall and
coordinator for the activity,
"Sneak Pee~' was held as. part of
Central's on-going recruitment

and retention program. The
project operated on a $120 budget
which was funded by the Residence Hall Council. The Recruitment and Retention Committee
gave no money toward the project.
Julie Nystrom and Bill Whitmore,
Barto Hall L.G.A.'s, assisted
Tweedie.
"About 1,500 brochures were
mailed to Washington State high
schools, and we received 140
replies," she said.
Last Friday the students attended three classes which were to
be in the students' area of interest.
According to one of the Central
host/guides, "the class visitation
was poorly organized. Most of the
instructors were not aware of the
program and it caused some
embarrassment for the students."
Jimmy Applegate, Special Assistant to the President said, "It
was unfortunate that every
professor wasn't informed. This is
the first year we'_ve tried this
activity. I won't make that

mistake again."
Jeanne Lucas from Yelm said,
"The classes I was scheduled toattend were not really what I was
interested in."
In addition to the classes, the
students toured the campus and
met with campus agencies such as
Financial Aids,. Dean of · Students,
the Housing Office and the B.O.C.
"I liked meeting the people on a
one-to-one basis," said Stacy
McDaniel, a prospective music
major from Olympia. "The personal touch is what has
impressed me most," commented
Marci Carpenter from Granite
Falls. "The girls in Sue Lombard
were very friendly and helpful."
Central students served as host
to the visitors who stayed in the
dorms.
The prospective recruiters sampled Central's cultural offerings at
the Ware Fare and the Saturday
iazz concert.
An evaluation ,
session was held Saturday
morning.

Mueggler captures position
The Washington Student Legislature (W.S.L.) which holds its
yearly session at Central, met last
weekend at Bellevue Community
College- to evaluate this year's
session and elect executive board
members for the c9ming year.
The W.S.L. is a collegiate group
that models itself after the

- Dan~s

legislative process in Olympia.
The group's yearly- activities are
culminated in a legislative session
which lasts for five days and is
held dui:ing Central's Spring break
period.
Bills, 'resolutions, and
other legislative products of the
session are promoted in Olympia
by the group's legislative liaisons.

Photo Plus

Your photographic headquarters

C'Qrt P. Smith, a well-known Family of the Year. For the past
sixteen years, he has been a
Washington dairy farmer, has
announced his candidacy for State member of the Board of Directors
Representative for the 13th of the Quincy-Columbia Basin
Legislative District (Hiack to Irrigation District and served as
- Presi~ent of the Board. He is the
Moses Lake), Position No. 2.
present president of the Reserved
Smith and his wife, Lucille, have Works Committee of the Three
two children, Greg and Sherri, Columbia Basin Project Irrigation
both of whom have graduated
Districts.
from college. Smith was born in _ Smith stated that his , growing
Nebraska where his parents
concern over the direction of the
homesteaded . the family farm.
state and federal governments
After attending the .University of was among the various reasons
Nebraska and serving as a which prompted him to seek
sergeant in World War II, he and public office on the state level.
his wife moved to Los Angeles
He strongly feels that inflation
County where they owned and may be the most ser.ious current
operated a dairy farm for seven
problem this nation is facing. He is
years. In 1955, 'they moved to the
also concerned that agriculture,
Columbia Basin Project and ,
the state's _largest industry, is
purchased a dairy farm located
represented in. the House of
midway between Quincy and
Representatives by only six
Ephrata where they now reside.
farmers out of a total of 98
Inasmuch as the
. Smith has long been active in memhers.
agricultural circles. In years past, economy of the 13th Legislative
he was elected as the Conservation Dlstrict is basically agricultural,
Farmer of the Year for the .smith feels that the District
Ephrata Soil Conservation Dis- would best be represented by one
trict, and he and Lucille were who has the farming and business
designated as Grant County and background to address and resolve
Washington State Dairy Farm the problems and issues involved.

..

'
. The W .S.L. was started at
Central in 1973 under the
supervision of John Presson, then
Executive Vice President of . the
Associated Students Government
at Central. Last week at the
Bellevue meeting, Scott Mueggler,
of Central, was able to wrestle
back the group's Director _position
from one of the many community
college students that has control.led that post. Mueggler has
held minor positions in the
organization for several years, and
has beel'I. active in Central's
student .government process since
1974. I

Flana·gan seeks· _reelection
State Rep. S.E. "Sid" Flanagan;
Quincy Republican, announced
Tuesday he will seek reelection
this fall to the Kittitas-G~ant
County legislative seat he has held
for nearly 18 years.
"I have never had the desire to
pursue a political career for the
purpose of earning a living as· a
full-time politician. I have and will
continue to earn my living as a
farmer," he said.
If reelected, Flanagan will be
the senior Republican member of
the House.
"If my party takes a majorityand I think this is very likely this
year-I very likely again will

I

W ~ carry Fuji, .Agfachrome,
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The Central Office of~
*International Programs fo *
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*a . Liberal Arts Program 'in!
* Morelia
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Information D'ire,c tor
now at D_
a ily Record
BY LES FITZPATRICK

Bill Lipsky, former , Central
Information Director, has returned to Ellensburg.
1=i_ipsky recently joined the staff
of_ the --Ellensburg -Daily Record
following a three-week stint with
the Fornier News Syndicate in the
King Qounty area.
Lipsky was to serve as a
political writer for the Fornier
Sy~dicate, which publishes newspapers in Renton, Kent and
Auburn.
As a member of the Daily
Record staff, Lipsky, who has been
in the newspaper business for over
20 years, will . serve as Managing
Editor, a job he is well acquainted
with.
·
Concerning his return to Ellensburg, Lipsky said, "Ellensburg is
the place which I originally wanted
to settle in. I think it's the best
area for me and my family."
During -his 20 years in the
· newspaper business, ;Lipsky has
served- In several capacities as a
writer, editor and photographer,
including 13 years with the
Everett Herald as Associate News
Editor. Lipsky has also worked as
writer and editor for the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer and the Snohomish County- Tribune.
In addition to these positions,
Lipsky served as public relations
director for U.S. Representative
Lloyd Meeds in Washington, D.C.
and was Chief Journalist in the
military during the Korean Conflict.

.

*
!
·!
*****************

assume the chairma~ship of the
House of Revenue Committee
which I headed for two years,"
Flanagan commented.
Flana'gan is the second to
announce for this fall's elections.
Rep. Frank (Tub) Hansen, Moses
Lake Democrat, · announced he
would not run for reelection to the
House but would seek the senate
position vacated by Nat Washington's decision not to run again.
Democratic candidates are expected to be -a nnounced for the two
House seats and at least one, and
possibly two GOP candidates are
expected for Hansen's vacated
house seat.

Lipsky has been honored wjth
several journali,s m awards for his
sports and column writing and for
his investigative reporting.
Several years ago he was
nominated for the Pulitzer Prize
for a story on Monroe State
Reformatory unrest.
At Central, Lipsky directed the
institutfon's public relations· and,
news bureau operations_ for over
eight years. He also taught a class
on feature writing and is a former
advisor for the, CAMPUS CRIER.

Bill -Lipsky

•

,
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ncient
reY1e
Discovery of
Old JfJve
Spurs Dig

"Hap" Holstetter looks on as Professor Horton .
Lacombe of the Tacoma Institute of Parahistorical
Research examines a gate valve unearthed at the dig

site. The existing Rainier brewery is seen directly
behind Lacombe's head.

The "Lost Brewery"
-What Happened?
Rainier Beer was brewed at
Andrew Heimrich's fabled old
brewery from 1878 until expansion
following in the wake of overwhelming popularity of Rainier
caused the brewery to be moved to
·larger quarters at the nearby Bayview Brewery. It was a time of
mammoth geological movement in
the Duwamish Waterway and Harbor Island. At one time a private
company actually began to ·dig into
Beacon Hill, near the brewery, to
construct the first Lake Washington Ship Canal from Puget Sound
to fresh . water . The project was
later abandoned, but tons of rubble
and momentous movements of
earth changed the topography of
the area forever.
In 1904, with even broader dis- .
tribution and increased public acceptance, Rainier Beer moved to
new and larger quarters at a new
brewery in Georgetown, where it
remained until prohibition. By the .
time the state of Washington went
dry, Rainier had become the sixth
largest brewery in the world. Meanwhile, rubble and dust of the ages
continued to obscure Heimrich's
original brewery.
Following the repeal of prohi bi tion in 1933, brewing was
resumed at the rebuilt Bayview
Brewery. Debris and earth buried
the original brewery even deeper.
As the old brewmasters began
to die, the exact location of the

ancient brewery .became lost.
In 1953, to celebrate the Dia. mond Anniversary of Rainier Beer,
a statue, which had stood watch
over the Georgetown Brewery for
forty years, was relocated at a spot
believed to be near the original
brewery, vestiges of which had by
then completely disappeared. Ancient brewmasters still living in
1953, some of whom had actually
seen the brewery in early childhood, located the statue near what
they believed to be the actual site
of the old brewery.
In the 1960's, the last traces of
the original brewery, its outbuildings, minor sites, and an old sirtokestack were destroyed when Interstate 5 was constructed.
Most experts believed that the
ancient brewery was buried for~
ever under tons of concrete and
asphalt, but a few scholars held
stubbornly to the unpopular theory
that it was located much closer to ·
the present brewery, and that dili,g en t excavation would bring its
wonders to light.
Professor Lacombe has been
convinced of the buried brewery's
existence since 1957, when he met a
retired Rainier brewmaster on a trip
to Munich, who claimed to have actually seen the ancient brewery.
Legends of exotic treasures have
persisted for generations, but no
one, expert or layman, knows for
certain what lies under the earth.

is
chairman of the Department of Brewology at Tacoma Institute of Parahistorical
Research. An expert on ancient breweries, he has excavated brewery sites in
Wisconsin, Bavaria, and Sumeria. He has
appeared on several TV talk shows, and
is executive director of the 1978
Rainier dig.
PROFESSOR HORTON LACOMBE, PhB,

associate director, brings a wealth of scholarly
knowledge and personal experience to
the Rainier dig. Author of the widely acclaimed book "Yeast Cultures in Ancient
Civilizations;' he is a veteran of earlier
brewery digs in Utah and Arkansas.
LAMONT L. "HAP" HOLSTETTER,

Rainier Brewing Company, Seattle, Washington

SEATTLE, May 12 , 1978. Discovery today of several artifacts, including a "remarkably well-preserved" gate valve and
two pieces of pipe dating from the Heimrich period, rekindled efforts of scientists
to uncover the site of the ancient Rainier
brewery, believed to be buried under tons
of rubble beneath Beacon Hill near the
. site of the present Seattle brewery.
The legendary brewery is believed
by most experts to be a treasure trove
of priceless antique brewing equipment,
and successful excavation would be a
valuable addition to the body of scholarly
research on everyday life in ancient Pacific Northwest. The Heimrich-Rainier
brewery dates from 1878 A.D.
Exact location of the ancient brewery, built by philosopher-brewer Andrew
Heimrich, has eluded archaeologists and
students of carbonated phenomena for
the better part of a century. Unearthing
of the metal, brick, and glass relics in the
latest find, however, has convinced at
least one team of researchers that a find
"of major proportions" is not only possible but likely, and may come as early
as this year.
The team of archaeologists, brewologists, and students of carbonated phenomena is led by Professor Horton Lacombe, chairman of the Department of
Brewology at the Tacoma Institute of
Parahistorical Research. Also associated
with the project is Lamont L. "Hap" Holstetter, who had acted as supervisor and
foreman at earlier .brewery digs in Utah
and Arkansas. Holstetter is a noted
chroni.cler of carbonated phenomena and
author of the book "Yeast Cultures in
AnCient Civilizations'.' Assisting Lacombe
and Holstetter are several graduate stu- ·
dents from T.l.P.R.
"The gate valve is amazingly wellpreserved:' according ·to Lacombe, "and
displays the careful detailing and attention to wo~kmanship characteristic of
the period in question. There is ·absolutely no doubt in my mind that the artifacts
date from Heimrich:'
Heavy rains earlier in the month
washed away gravel and topsoil from
above the Beacon Hill excavation site,
located between a major north-south Interstate Highway and the existing Rainier
brewery. The gate valve itself was found
protruding from the soil by a night-watchman who notified Rainier authorities, ·
who in turn contacted Professor Lacombe. Preliminary excavations revealed
several bricks and brick fragments,
numerous bottle caps, two pieces of pipe,
a pipe fitting, a bottle opener of an unfamiliar design, and three pieces of an
unidentified luminous metal believed to
be part of an early fermenting tank.
As e-xciting as these initial finds are,
Professor Lacombe indicated that they
were "only the beginning. There is no
telling what lies below:· said Lacombe.
A major dig, which may last throughout the summer season, is already underway.
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Rotzi supporter speaks his mind

s

i A '_sick-' point of view
1

BY BILL KOSSEN

He is a Central Student. He!S
22, and he runs a temperature of
104 every day.
~~ necessary for reproduction. It has been established as a factor in
I curing female hormone-related disturbances which produce Downs
"I'm not sick," he said with a
Syndrome (mongolism) in children. Research is presently being ~!i cough, "I'm a Rotzi supporter,"
.· ·
- th' · t · -.
His views
m is -m· · -·erv1ew
may
·
: shock some people, may offend
h
h ·i
t 'll · t bl' k
0 t de~s, wt~ e mos wi JUS
m
' diminished hormone production (both the sex hormones and ii
anH' urn e ~l~ge.t b
d H
pituitary hormones which stimulate the sex hormones),
. 1s.tnameldwi dno ehu~el.'f e
I destruction of the sex hormones by oxidation, miscarriages and j fee
1s 1 cou en anger is i e or
·
stillbirths, male & female sterility, and premature menopausal · ~~ h' 1961 C
is
orva1r.
symptoms. . .
I "•it's a rare
car," he explained
As an ant1ox1dant, Vitamin E · prevents the fats (unprotected
with a cough.
~:~ fatty acids) and fat-soluble Vjtamin A stored in the body from I
And he's a rare kinda guy.
I breaking down and combining with other substances that may O He is an "athletic supporter" of
~ ?ehc~me harmful to the body and lead to cellula~ degeneration. It
m 1bits the reactions created by oxygen in the blood thus a_·;" Rotzi teams. He contributes
_monthly to the team. ln retur_n, he
~~~ protecting the red blood cells from blood-destroying agents, which I
-.-~_:.~· would cause the cells to rupture (hemolysis); it oxygenates the ~~~
~~~ tissues through increasing cell-oxygenation, and as a vasodilator,
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is a group o at least eight fat-soluble tocopherols
(Greek for "to bring forth childbirth"), of which alpha tocopherol
has the greatest biological activity (as it is absorbed easily), thus is
the most important nutritionally and medically; though delta
tocopherol is tlie most potent antioxidant. Vitamin E ·derived
from natural sources is 20-36 percent more biologically active than
synthetically-derived Vitamin E.
All body tissues, especially the adrenal and pituitary glands,
have high concentrates of this "reproductive vitamin", but
storage is mainly in the muscles, fatty tissues and liver; highest
concentration is in the lungs.
Vitamin E increases the effectiveness of Vitamin A (because of
E's antioxidant effect) as a cosmetic . and skin rejuvenator, by
increasing A's absorption in the body by sixfold and preserving A's
storage in the liver.
Due to its antioxidant properties, Vitamin E is claimed to be a
prevention and treatment for.cancer and has been suggested as an
agent which may be useful to counteract the process of aging (as
aging is a chemical deterioration).
Vitamin E has.been very helpful in the healing of burns, bruises
and wounds, as it normalizes healing time. It aids in skin grafts,
second-degree burns, x-ray exposure burns, radium & cobalt
burns, and kiloid scars by reducing scarring and disfiguration.
Vitamin E ointment or spray (containing at least 30 I.U. per gram)
· applied directly to a burn leaves the scar tissue pliable, resulting in
a lack of painful contracting.
A Vitamin E deficiency may lead to edema (water retention),
skin lesions .. cerebellitis (a degenerative brain disease). muscle
weakness, oxidized fat deposits (which can constrict blood flow),
and an increased excretion of creati~e in the tirine (which precedes
the onset of muscular dystrophy).
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peculiar to that individual. Such deficiency is the case in anemia of
premature · & malnourished infants and edema of premature
infants. An increased intake of unsaturated fatty acids also
. increases the body's need for Vitamin E.
Vitamin E may be therapeutically beneficial in improving the
health of the circulatory system, and has been successfully used in
treating heart disease, coronary thrombosis, atherosclerosis.
varicose veins. emphysema. and muscle cramps.
The Recommended Dietary Allowance for Vitamin E is 30 I. U.
(International Units) per day, though many nutritionists advocate
800-1,200 I.U. daily. One should consider such factors as the
poly~nsaturated fat content in the diet, the amount of unprocessed
flours, seeds & grains eaten, daily physical activity, the air quality,
Vitamin E absorption ability and one's present state of health in
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·_Putting this face
in your future.
Your Fidelity Union Field Asso·
dale can help plan your financial
future with College Master. Col·
lege Master is the nation's leader
in life insurance for college
seniors. Let him tell you why.
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University Village Bldg.

receives monthly statistics and blood. '"Not that many p~opJe
tracts which espouse "sick" su- would keep the fever. - Everyone
gets sick some time, but it is a rare
premacy.
Headquartered somewhere in breed that will stay sick year afteI'
the backwashe~ of this. great year. Our only chance to persuade
cou?try: the.Rotz1s of Amer1~a fe~l people is through ·popular music . .
. a kmsh1p with those who- died m One 0f our members, Adolf
the European Plague of the Dark Martin, is putting out an album
Ages.
A s expressed m
· th err
·
later this year called, "Let's Get
..
th
·
t'
•
·
·
1iterature, e orgamza ion s mam Sick."
purpose today is to defend those
"But it's getting harder and
who are :running high tempera- harder to make people sick these
tures against "those cold-blooded days with all that nonsense about
.
h ·
h
Id l'k
mot ers w o wou
1 e to rape health foods gQing ~round."
, your dog".
What is it about health foods
They claim to be healthy, that he doesn't ·like?
h
h
d
Id
''I don't like their -taste, their
t oug
many
octors wou
dispute this. Their party is not price or their looks. health foods
large in numbers, but this could be look like something you'd get right
due to the fact that most of them out of the dirty ground. The
die before they reach the age of 30. people who eat that junk are even
"We are not sick,'' the - Rotzi worse. They are never sick and
supporter maintams, with a always smiling and ready to go
wheeze, "If someone thinks we're water-skiing at Vantage in Decemsick, it doesn't bother me. That's ber.
"And they are taking over the
their problem. Everyone is
entitled to their own temp_e ra- N .B.A. In the good old days, there
migh_t be only one or two of ''them"
ture."
What does he ·think of those on a basketball team, but now the
majority of professional hoopsters
with normal temperatures?
"They're just a bunch of dorks •are carrot-headed health nuts," he
and geeks. Real jack-heads. They said with a hack.
He was then asked point blank:
smell like cesspools, look like
cesspools, and from what I hear "Are. you a r~al sicko?"
"No, I'm not a sicko," he retched
from Seattle, they are even
lightly,
wliile adding with a
forming cesspools on the freecough, "I'm well-adjusted, prob:
ways."
He was then informed that what ably more so than most people. I
was being formed in Seattle were was brought up on Twinkies and
pop, with an occasional bag of
"carpools" not cesspool~.
"Oh, never mind," he replied potato chips for good nutrition."
The Rotzi supporter went on to
with a loud sneeze. "But those
radiator-faces are trying to take deny having anything to do with
·over the world with · their cool the prevalence of soda pop and
running engines. They even have candy machines being located on·
·motorcycles with radiators these campus. He was asked if sickness
days.
We despise everything took precedence over being an
Amer_i«;;;tn.
cool."
·
"No, I was an American firstHe was then asked if he would
vomit on an automobile, if ordered then I got sick."
What does he think of the future
to by the Rotzi party.
"No, because it's not nice and I'd of Rotzi? ·
probably be thrown into the
"We will take over the country
hospital."
·
just like the Plague took over
:But wouldn't ihat put him in Europe.
Maybe not in the
touch with other sick people?
immediate future, but it is
·People he could convince that inevitable. Cancer is our god, and
maintaining a . high temperature we have . patience," he finished
was the way to save this country? with a gasp and collapsed to the
"Naw," he scowled wit~ a spit of floor in ecstatic pain.

storage destroy some of the Vitamin E content of most foods, and
even deep-freeze storage does not completely prevent its ~·~·
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The richest sources of Vitamin E are cold-pressed vegetable oils,
shortening, and margarine. It is also found in whole grains, nuts,
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are . different and each individual's needs may vary daily,
depending on such factors as stress, air pollution, the weather,
medicines used, and the types of foods eaten.
. Therefore, eat as "natural" and as varied a diet as possible, each
1
day, to assure life-long optimal health.
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SX Construction Company
New or remodel work and
commercial construction.
Satisfa ctio n g uaranteed . .
Phone: 9,68-3501 Evenings
Bill B. Essex
-

~

Free E s tima tes .

Four Winds
Book Store
OPEN 1Q:QQa.m. to 5=00 p.m.

204 E. 4th

B.O.C. received
more funds
(Cont. from Page 3)
are: The S. U .B. Fire Account,
Cheerleaders, New Student Week,
and the Reso.urce Sharing Team.
Those receiving the same budget
for next year are: the CAMPUS
CRIER, Instructional Swimming,
Competitive Youth Swimming and
the Art Gallery.
One department receiving more
funds is the Board of Control.
Originally allotted $40,000 last
year, the B.O.C. acquired $1,199
during the year from the Fund
Balance, according to Vern Labay.
The J.S.F. cut the B.O.C. by $199~
which gave them an increase of
$1,000. The B.O.C. ran a deficit
this year of close to $500.
$38,000 of the B.O.C. budget
goes towards salaries, according to
John Drinkwater.
Before being approved, these
budget recommendations must be
approved by the Dean of Student
Development, Don Guy, and by
President Brooks. ·

Support
Crier
advertisers·
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An Ellensburg tradition
BY VAL VARDEMAN.

College of Education.
As the only Business Education
instructor, 'f'reaaweh carried- the
entire load of course offerings. "I
taught everything," he said,
"typing, shorthand-I even taught'
. shorthand to the eighth graders
during one of my free periods. I
found that they learned just as
quickly as the college students. I
had those ;kids up to 40 words per
minute bythe end of the year."
Treadwell also -taught accounting, business English, statistics,
and economics. He even taught
geography to the cadets stationed
here during the war. Speaking of
his course load, Treadwell said, "I
even had two classes going at
once. The professors up here (at
Central) think they're loaded down
if they have more than two classes
per quarter. I had six -0r seven
- every quarter."

Bae.It in the summer of 1923,
long before most of us here were
even a dollar sign on our parents'
tax returns, A.E. Treadwell was·
travelling around Washington
with the family dance band, made
up of himself, his mother, his two
brothers, and a hiroo piano player.
Treadwell's father was . a
photographer.
,
On their way to an engagement
in Long Beach, the Treadwells
stayed in a tourist park outside of
Ellensburg. At that time, the
rodeo grounds were preparing for
their Grand Opening, and the Elks
Temple was nearing completion.
Elks Club representatives talked
the family fnto moving to
Ellensburg and working · at the
new facilities-,.as both the band
and the photographer's work
would be needed. So, Treadwell
spent his senior year in Ellensburg
High School, graduating in 1924.
"I remember we played at the
Bucket o' Blood, a dance hall that
has since burned down," recalls
.Treadwell, "and at a place called
Robbers' Roost."
After continued education in
Pullman and elsewhere, Treadwell
returned to teach here at the
college in 1937. At that time it was
known as Central Washington ·

Due to diabetes, Treadwell
slowly became blind. He has been
completely blind for about four
and one-half years. This has not,
however, prevented him , from
being active and involved.
· Treadwe!l is supplied with
special equipment, tapes, and
records through the federal
government. He corresponds with
the Seattle Public Library and
receives recor~ed books, · maga-

zmes, and gther printed materials.
Treadwell can not read Braille
because of another side effect of
diabetes, partial numbnesi in his
hands.
In addition to his use -0f ,federal ·
materfals1 Treadwell has an ·
impressive private collection of
cassette tapes.
His library
contains over 900 carefully catalogued tapes. The subject matter
varies, but th~ majority of it is
vocal and instrumental music, by
nearly every well known, and
many not so well known, p~r
formers. Said Treadwell, "I tape
everything. Everything that
makes noise, practically."
The tapes are arranged in boxes
of 70, and each tape ·has a call
number according to the box
number and position in the rows.
There are inventory tapes with
vocal, alphabetical listings of each
tape's subject and call number.
Treadwell also has a student
assistant, who keeps a written
invent~ry file for cross~reference.
A.E. 'l'readwell has spent many
years in Ellensburg, and he and
the town seem to have had a
positive effeet on one another.
Despite unavoidable changes, Ellensburg still seems to be a: good
place to be, and Treadwell still has
plenty to offer it.

!I

.Broadway production presented
BY JODY DAIGNEAULT

Central and, the surrounding
community, for the first time in a
number of years, will get a chance
to see a major Broadway production touring show. Oh! Calcutta!
will be here at McConnell
Auditorium on May 20 at 8 p.m.
Oh! Calcutta is the world's
longest running / erotic stage
musical and has had writing input
from .people like Dan Greenburg,
Sam Sheppard, and former Beatie
John Lennon. The play deals in
human sexuality and uses a ·
number of mediums in its
presentation. Satire, drama,
music and dance are among the
forms incorporated in the play.
The .play has met with considerable legal opposition because of
the subject matter, explicit dialogue, and nudity since the play
opened in 1969. Dyke Spear,
executive producer of the show,
says that, "In the long run it is not
important whether Oh! Calcutta! is
good or bad, but whether it has the
right to be presented. It is a
question of freedom of speech,
which is the most fundamental
issue of Western democracy ...
There is nudity, there is frank
language, but there is no obscenity. We are not pornographers
and we do not traffic in it. We are
selling a legitimate Broadway
show and .the people who have

seen it in the numerous commumties that we have played thus far,
have loved it." The show has been
viewed by over ten million people,
and last year grossed 1.5 million
dollars on a 50-city road tour.
Despite the controversy surrounding the play, Spear says "It's
really very tame. We've been
looked at by every vice squad in

every city we've played. None of
them have told us to change a
single seen~ ... There's no genital
contact anywhere in the show."
There are nine actors and fifteen
-scenes in the approximately 2-hour
show.
·
·
There will be a second· showing
added if th~ 8__e.m. show sells out.

On Stage

Caughey

He had read the CRIER and he was angry. The "pornography"
of Nazi beliefs did not deserve public display, and while a free
press was important, for the minute my caller wondered if it was
worth having to allow the obscenities of racism and ignorance to be
paraded in the campus pape:r:._ Perhaps you had that same feeling
as you read the article that revealed that at least one person
enrolled at · Central is a full-fledged nazi. I -hope you ' were
disgusted and angry. I hope you felt that somehow Nazism has no
place on a college campus, but I hope that part of you was glad to
see the article .as well.
Many of you have seen Julia and Holocaust. The · lessons of
history are clearly spelled out in these productions. The evil of
Hitler and Nazi -Germany has become a transcendent image.
Dracula is Hitler•s peer, not mortal politicians. .f\nd, in truth, the
immensity of evil in Hitler's Germany deserves its mythic
caricature; but when we fail to remember that Nazism is as alive
as human sin, we make ourselves unable to confront the real evil of
our world. Guess what-someone in your classes, a veteran and a
student who comes from a town like yours, is a Nazi! With all the
propaganda against Hitler (as if the truth needed exaggeration),
we still have Americans who believe that swill.
That is why we have to work for the things that Nazis profane.
Racism is not cured until it is confronted and opposed. The kind of
white racism common at Central is not Nazi racism. It is neglect,
tunnel-vision and parochialism which minorities encounter more
than threats of violence, murder or overt hatred. But it is the kind
of racism which supports cruder racism and allows social and
economic exploitation to be practiced racially. How many people
at Central think Blacks expect special treatment, are ugly, talk
funny or are in some way inferior? How many see welfare and
affirmative action as advantages to Blacks and other minorities
over whites? How many will ignore minority awareness programs
such as the visit of Dr. John Henrik Clarke on May 20? HQw many
missed Paul Winfield's great performance as Martin Luther King?
It is shocking that a Nazi can be at Central. What is shocking is
that the level of ignorance necessary to Nazi beliefs can be
maintained in college educated people. It is not surprising because
we are not zealous-about the truth, al)d that it fs something we
need to work for. I like to believe that intellectual scrutiny will be
enough to expose the stupidity and ignorance he stated as his
views, but the truth is that until we care about the truth enough to
test our own myths and prejudices, we can expect myth and
prejudice to be substituted for the truth by others as well.
So, I am glad to be reminded that we still need to learn the
lessons of liistory. I am angry, but knowing that there is a Nazi ·
here helps me put my anger to work instead of pretending that
there is no reason to be angry anymore.

fjf!J/J/£l/h dtMhlmzj! .
Tops* Pants
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Shorts
Skirts ·
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.FIRST TIME IN
ELLENSBURG!

Cotton Junior Sportswe8;r

The Broadway Hit
They Don't Want
You. To See!

designed in .P aris

ONE
PERFORMANCE
ONLY!
·Sat. May 20
8:00P.M.

made in India
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McCONNELL AUDITORIUM
(Central Wash. Univ.)

Advance Seats: $6;00 at ACE BOO.KS and
RECORDS, Ellensburg; BUDGET TAPES &
RECORDS, Yakima; CENTRAL WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY Information Booth in the S.U.B.

Bankcards Accepted
Ask about our student Discount
store hours 9:30-5:30
Mo~day-Saturday
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From professors to the Eidos 'P ress
BY LYN McCRAKEN·
What started out as a mere
frustration for two Central professors ended up as an · expensive
h(}bby and a ,fight to regain
stability in the teaching of English.
Professor John Herum, Dr.
Donald Cummings and Jim Sabol
have formed a publishing company
named Eidos Press that was
conceived several years ago. Professor Herum and Dr. Cummings
are both with the English
Department' here at Central. Jim
Sabol is a teacher for the Bellevue
Public School District.
Eidos. Press (Eidos meaning
form or idea·~n Greek) was formed
SALES OPPORTUNITIES
WESMAR, a Seattle-based
marine electronics manufacturer '
is seeking ambitious, harddriving people to train for a
career in marine sales. Should
have electro-mechanical aptitude
and· sales · interests.
Contact
WESMAR: (206) 285-2420 for
details, or send resume t0- : 905
Dexter Ave. N.· Seattle, Wa.,
98109.

to enable teachers and textbook
publishers to w~rk more closely
together in composing higher
qualities of English. teaching
:lllaterials.
"The oig eastern companies, like
Harcourt and Brace or Random
House, have too many editors
shifting around to stay in close
contact with public school teach~rs," says Herum.
Dr. liummmgs commented that
they' were mainly interested in
producing good Language Arts
manuscripts for the public schools.
Eidos Press has so far published
two books which are the first of a
series of four spelling textbooks.
The textbooks are similar to a
workbook format and came Qff the
press at the beginning of Winter
Quarter.
"We're still waiting for th~
teachers' manuals but Wenatchee
Valley College '.\nd Columbia Basin
College in Pasco have started to
. use the texts," says Cummings.
· According to Herum; another
aspect, that Eidos Press is trying
to overcome is the slowness it
· takes a big publishing company to
get manuscripts distributed and
prepared.
·
"We do .our own layout and
design but we .have to send t,he

Greyhound Rx·
The cure _for
college blahs.

manuscripts out to be printed and
typesetted. However, we are able
to get through the editing much
quicker than the larger publishing
firms," Herum said.
"Don and I have worked
together in various capacities~ In
the past two years our partnership
has just seemed to click," says
Herum of his partnership with
Cummings.
The writing of a manuscript is
done mostly at each professor's
home. The layout and · design is
worked on at Mr. Herum's home
where Eidos Press is located.
"Concerned students help · us
from time to time. We also work
with teachers that ·have returned
for their fifth year during summer
school. They're always willing to
give new ideas concerning textbooks used in the classrooms,"
Cummings said.
Herum is. full of ideas for the
Press and among them is
publishing a manuscript with ,
stud~nts' writings. Although this ·
is just an idea now, Herum would
like to see a stuCient-composed
manuscript done either by his own
comp~ny or another one.
"It is somewhat like fostering ·
the talent that sustains. It would
be , profitable for students to be ,
able to compare their work to
others and to also examine the
different styles Qf writings among
the various age groups," commented Herum.
At the present time, the two
professors and their associate
, from Bellevue are working on the
two remaining spelling textbooks

and waiting for the incoming
teachers' manuals. They're also ,
working with teachers from
Bellevue, Puyallup and Yakima for
new ideas on adjustments for
classroom textbooks.
According to Dr. Cummings,
they would like · to improve the
Language Arts structure in a more
mod_e st yvay and . be ab~~. to_.c?P~.

with problems that may arise in
the teaching of English.
·"Right now we're not really
making much of a profit. The
press is much more like an
expensive hobby but we wish to
see it come to some kind of heigh~.
whether it be of profit or just of
value to the public schools," says
~um~ings.

Sociology student.
.e ssay .contest
A $50 First Prize will be offered coherence, iqsight, development of
in the Sociology Department arguments,. marshaling of evi- ·
dence and drawing of conclusions,
Student Essay Contest.
An entrant must select ONE of as well as neatness and quality of
the following topic sentences on written expression.
which to write an essay:
The First Prize winner will
·1) "Nowadays people often feel receive- $50, with two honorable
that their private lives are a series mentions receiving' $10 each. ·
of traps."
·
Awards ,will' b~: .preserited at the ,
2) "One is not born, but rather Annual Awards Banquet. ·
be~omes a woman." Or, "One is not
born, but rather becomes a man." · . Entries are due by 5 p.m., .May
3) - "The practical result of 30, . in the Sociology Department
education in sociology must be the Office. The contest is open to any
destruction of the society which undergraduate Central . soci-Ology
major or minor, with the exception.
accepts it."
.
of
student membe~s of ·the
The Essay mu~t begin with the
chosen · topic $entence, and all Sociology Department Student
arguments, evidence and conclu- Relations Committee.
sions must be related to developJudging will be bythe members
ing this theme. You' are •free to of the Student "Relations Commitagree, disagree or otherwise argue tee of the SodQJ9gy Department (3
with it. The Essay must be 5,000 faculty, 2 stud~ts). The decision
words long, typed, double•spaced of the judges is ;final. The judges
(c. 14-15 pages).
have the right to reject any or all
It will be judged on originality, essays submitted.

B.S.U. presents functions
BY LIZ LANE
Central'.s Black Student Union
will be presenting two special
functions designed especially for
recruitment and general entertainment purposes.
The first event, scheduled for
May 19 and 20 will be a
recruitment weekend for black
high. school seniors and potential
transfer students. in various

· Washington State areas.
Approximately 40 students wilf
be participating and will be
attending workshops on admission
and financial aid procedures. They
will also tour the campus and
experience it first hand by staying
in the dorms and eating in the
dining halls.
The foremost part of the
weekend will be a le~ture
presented by Dr. John Henrik

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND-PARTS
It's a feeling thatslowly descends upon
yoy·. The exams, the pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, th€ thesisthey won't go away.
But you can. This weekend, take off, say
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a
great time. You'll arrive with _money in your
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't .
take that much out of it.
If you're feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a
sure cure for the blahs.
Greyhound Service
RoundTrip

You Can
Leave

$ 2.85

$13.40
$ 5.45

$10.80

$20.55

8.90
$ ·7.05

$16.95
$13.40 -

6 Daily
3 Daily
6 Daily
6 Daily
6 Daily

' To

Seattle ·
Yakima
Spokane
· Everett
Tacoma·

$

7.05

$

You
Arrive

Departures
Departures
Departures
Departures
Departures

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips. ·
,

(Pnces suoject to.change .)

Bus .& Audrey Wyant

' l

80.f

Ok~wioatan

~&

GO GREYllOlllJ

925-1177

INDEPENDENT AUTO· REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

Dean's Radio, TeV.,
Sales, Service, Phonograph
· & Records ·
Headquarters for T. V .. rentals &
sales, riepairs. Large selection of
records, tapes, & cassettes.
Craig :_Sony __.:_
RCA- Ze,nith ·Pioneer
417N.Pearl
925-1828

Clark, distinguished black historian from the Black and Puerto
Rican Studies Depar~ment at
Hunters College in · Ne.w York.
Clark, known worldwide for his
expertise in the area of Black and
African culture, will be lecturing
on the topic entitled "Neglected
Aspects of Africans and the New
World" in Hertz Auditorium, May
20 from 1-3 p.m.
, ClarK. will also be honored at a
Friday Fest faculty I staff reception
in the Grupe Conference Center
from . 5~7 p.m.
Dr. Garrity,
Central's ~w president, is also
expected to attend.
For those who are fashionoriented, the second B.S.U. event
is for you.
The B.S.U., along with Linda
Ingram, fashion desi'gner, is
co-sponsoring a fashion show ,
entitled "Shades of Beauty" May
26 at the Yakima Southeast
Community Center.
' The 35-piece clQthing show will
feature models of all color shades
who will be modeling clothing
attire ranging from sports wear to
evening wear.
Linda Ingram, is primarily
responsible for all the clothing
designs and she has sewn all of the
clothes herself.
Ingram has· experience not only
in eJothes designing but she has
also done some modeling in fashion
shows.
The show will be from 7:30 to 9 ··
p.m. and it will be followed by. a
simi-formal dance. Tickets 'prices·
for this event are $2 for advance
students, $2.50 at the door, $2.50
advance adults, and $3 at the door,
or $1.50 ·for the dance only.
Tickets for all of these events
are being sold by varjous B.S.U.
members.
Contact the S. U.B.
Information Booth for more
information.
The general community is
invited to participate in all of these
events.

~ay
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I
<JIM,.DEBBIE, KEITH, ·AND EVERYONE .. .J

Wcl1t to know how to save a bt of bucks next Fall?·
on campus all year before you sign the
If you are coming back to Central"
next fall and plan to I ive in a residence ·new Academic Year Contract. Except
hall next year, you can save $225 by
for unusual circumstances, you are
requesting the new Academic Year
liable for liquidated damages up to
Contract For Room and Board. The
$240 if you break your -contract; and
Academic year Contract is a new
that wou Id more than wipe out its
twist in residence living at Central
savings. You can sell your Academic
that .is designed to give you (and us)
Year Contract to someone else ·if
' a break. You see, if we can plan to have your plans change for one reason or
you living with us all year, it saves
another, but the responsibility for
us mooey, a savings which we are
selling it is still all yours.
happy to pass on to you.
Be certain though that you will be

uncertain of your living arrangements
for the 78-79 academic year. The
Quarterly Cor:itract will cost $65.00
more per quarter for Fall and Winter
Quarters, and $95.00 per quarter more during Spring Quarter that the
Academic Year Contract, and is not
binding beyond the quarter during
which you sign for it.
Any questions?

Th is is a brand new concept for both of
There will be a quarterly contract too, · us so we expect a lot of questions.
and you can still choose it if you are

And we wou Id be glad to answer ·any
·questions that you might have about
the Academic Year Contract too. Just
give us a call at 963~ 1831 or stop by
the Housing Office, 206 Barge Hall.
After all, that's what we are here for!

il

Ho.using·
Services

\,
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'J'hirty -,,iiles romthe ront

~

Proper aircraft maintenance often means a small brush and patience.

Helicopte;pilot demonstrates one method of firing
an M-16.

Soldier breaks out cook kits to prepare lunch for a crew re(Jrning

om a training run.

David Adams

Every day of the year war is occurring. A war complete with
live ammunition, foot soldiers and helicopters. It's a war that
doesn't have a recognizable enemy, but one that takes the form of
shadows and silhouettes. lt is a war that can be stopped and
started at leisure. There are some occasionally wounded, but
seldom dead. It is a war that takes place only 30 miles from
campus.
On May 4, a small press corps was allowed to observe the
maneuvers of one combat unit, the 3rd Squadron of the 5th Air
CavaJry. It it this squadron's job to flush out the enemy, give an
air-to-ground attack and make it safer for ground personnel to
enter the area. But behind this unit, the green fatigues, the M-16
rifles and the orders, lies a group of individuals who believe that
what they are doing is necessary.
The press corps arrived 20 minutes late. Captain Charles
Merril, a support helicopter pilot and official escort, eagerly
awaited our arrival. He greeted us at the main gate and then led
the way to the Military Police Headquarters where the first of
many security clearances took place.
The M.P. office buzzed with activity as Captain Merril
telephoned to clear three civilian journalists. Behind him on a wall
was a poster warning about duds. "Duds are shells which did not
explode and could still go off," a desk sergeant explained. To
retrieve the duds an E.O.D. (or Explosive Operations Detail) is
sent out to either explode or disarm them, the sergeant added.
Later Merril explained that elaborate protective devices are
used to protect E.O.D. personnel from being injured or killed if a
live shell exploded while being handled.
One reporter said that _he remembered seeing film of similar·
units disarming bombs in London during World War II. He said he
remembered the tension in their faces. "I imagine it's still the
same," the re.p orter said.
•
After about 15 minutes the clearance was granted. The three of
us had to sign a form stating that the army was not responsible if
we were injured, or obligated to evacuate us.
From the Military Police Station we went to Army
Headquarters from where all planning and operations are
directed. In the squadroom1Merril briefed us on the unit and their
reasons for being at the firing center. ·
The 3rd Squadron of the 5th Air Cavalry has been stationed at
the Yakima Firing Center since the last week of April. Their stay
will last for five weeks, with every day being spent in constant
training, Merril explained. Eight hundred soldiers and eighty-five
helicopters will participate in the training maneuvers.
During those five weeks, heavy combat training will take place:
the firing of live ammunition from M-16 rjfles and grenade
launchers, tq helicopter door-gunner fire and Cobra helicopter
fighter training. Merril said that because of the close
surroundings at Fort Lewis (their home base), the firing of the
larger guns cannot take place safely.
"Too many people, tOQ many houses, and too high a risk of
someone getting hurt," he said. "Training in desert conditions also
.
adds to the experience of the unit."
There are three main types of helicopters used in combat:
reconnaissance, support/ general, and attack, according to Merril.
'l'he reconnaissance helicopters, or the Kiowa, are used to "flush
out the enemy." Merril explained that the Kiowa can be used as an
offensive vehicle by removing the back door. This would allow a
soldier to sit half-in and half-out of the helicopter with an M-16
rifle.
The UHi Iroquois is used as a troop transport or support &
attack helicopter by sliding back two doors and attaching a
60-caliber machine gun on each side.
But besides serving in war, the lrQquois also works in peace.
Modified from a combat helicopter to an air ambulance, this
lroquois can be airborne in 15 minutes and cover 100 miles. Its
crew is made up of two pilots, a crew chief and a medic; and all
personnel are trained Emergency Medical Technicians.
The air ambulance also works in Military Assistance to Safety
and Traffic (M.A.S.T.) in conjun~tion with the state and local
authorities.

The Cobra AH-1 is the main att ack helicopter used by the 5th ·
Air Cavalry. The Cobra can fire 86 rockets, has a turret under the
front nose that can house either a 60-caliber machine gun, a
40-millimeter grenade fauncher, or both. With a top speed of 190
m.p.h. and a maximum flying height of 10,000 feet, the Cobra, as
one pilot said, "does just what it's designed to do."
The nearest live action was about half-an-hour's drive from the
Headquarters Building. Before we left, Merril told us that
pictures could be taken of all areas and equipment except for the
YDS radar station, as it was classified as a restricted area.
We rode in a covered jeep out to Range 13 and when we arrived
everyone was quick to notice. One soldier said he mistook us for
military brass instead of the press. He said, "usually only the top
brass rides in a covered jeep."
The soldiers talked freely about themselves and their duties.
M:any who serve in the 3rd of the 5th Air Cavalry are part of the
new volunteer army, ot hers are Viet nam vet erans, and many are
in the army for personal reasons.
"My girlfriend spent all my money and split ," one soldier said. "I
joined the Army because I had no real choice."
Another soldier said he needed the money to finish school. He
said that the benefits can't be beat; veterans' loans were one
example he cited. "After I get out I want to return to Texas and
maybe teach school," he added . .
Still another soldier said that at times he feels useless with all
th~ nyclear_"l.eirno.n.!? t!:iat t_he military ~as.
"There is a new nuclear weapon called the cobalt bomb that
destroys the atmosphere," he said. "There won't be too many
times when nuclear weapons will be used-which means there will
be other Koreas and Vietnams. Because of these I'll be needed,
and because the U.S. needs me to defend it."
"I am not a violent man," he said, "but I'll do what I have to and
believe in, the same as everyone else."
When we arrived at Range 13, most of the maneuvers were
over. Captain Chambers, the commanding officer, explained,
"They were more efficient than usual. In a three days time, 75
men had fired 50,000 rounds of ammunition-12,000 rounds in one
day alone."
But the tailend of the maneuve.rs proved to be a fair showing of
the kind of training the 3rd Squadron of the 5th Air Cavalry does.
A Kiowa, with one soldier in the back, took off and made a quick
pass over targets less than a mile from our position. On this range,
the grenade launcher at tached to an M-16 rifle was used. Although ·
many of the targets were down prior t o this flight, they were all
down aft er the first pass.
The Kiowa then flew across t he road· and over a small hill to
Range 14. It was there that the M-16 rifle was used. The M-16 sat
in t he lap of a soldier as he sat on the floor of the helicopter. He
would make a sweeping action with the rifle as he fired at the same
type of target as on Range 13.
Captain Chambers explained that many soldiers are proficient
with this style of firing up to 500 meters. "There are a few who can
even score direct hits consistently."
At the observation tower, we saw a Kiowa take off with its tail
into the wind. Because of the wind, the helicopter bounced and
rolled quite a bit, and the soldier could not shoot well. When his
shooting became highly inaccurate and a bit wild, t he pilot landed.
the helicopter. It brought to mind a sign in the squadroom, "An
aviator will never knowingly exceed his limitations or the
limitations of his aircraft." ·
With the day. growing late, it became time to head back to
Headquarters for debriefing. A crewman who had stayed _at
Range 14 with us did not come back with us and his flight
commander stopped our jeep to find out where he was.
"Where's my crew chief," the captain asked the driver in a
somewhat upset voice.
"Hell if I know ... Sir,"' our driver replied. The captain stormed
away.
"How should I know," the driver said later, "after all, I've got all
my passengers."

Photos by
Brad Peck

Cobra crew takes a break after a
morning exercise.

A soldie.t" takes refuge from the high winds that prevail at
·the Firing Center.·
!!

Cobra AH-l's, the Army's fastest combat helicopter, await further training missions.
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Arts and Entertain111ent

Spring brings ware fare
The annual Spring Quarter
Ware Fare was held in the S.U.B.,
May 10, 11 & 12 to the delight of
Central students and their pocket
books. Most of the students who
purchased Ware Fare crafts were
taking them home for Mothers
Day.
Forty-five merchants brought
their wares to sell to students and
community people. Jewelry,
pottery, clothes, food and -photographs were offered to the
students at what seern:ed to be
fairly reasonable prices.
One of the boot-hs whichattracted a lot of interest to
students was Peter Peter J oyes.
Joyes, an artist, made personalized posters. The line was long, as
Joyes, wbo'lives m Kirkland;drew
out his posters to the ohhh's and
ahhh's of the onlookers. One of the
students ---got
poster fur -herbrother Jeff who is a soccer
player. The littie figure on the
poster (wbich is always a capital
letter) was drawn kicking a little
soccer ball. Many posters were
drawn for sweethearts ·an-er
mothers. Joyes said he had never
been to Central before but he
seemed to be enjoying his first .
visit.
Betty Bell is -a three-year
veteran _of Central Ware Fares and
. she said tha;t the ·first day of the
fair was a very good one for her;
_she made two hundred - dollars.
Betty is from Sumner and has
· been travelling to Ware a:nd Street
Fairs for five years selling her
cer~mics to students and -community people all over the state.
'_'The Spring Ware Fare isn't as
, good as the D~ember show was,"

a

Betty said, "but the quality of the
craft is very high."
Judy Hauck, i~ 'the Central
Ware fare co-ordinator and
admits that this is her first fair in
this position but she has attended
other fares as a buyer. "The
hardest task I had was to decide
which items were to be sold at the
Ware Fare," Judy explained, "all
.the items must be handmade to be
sold at our Fare."
Judy also said to compensate
for what seemed like a smaller
Fare this spring they arranged for
entertainment in the pit ~_rea over
the three-day F~re. Judy said that
the study room was used for the
December show because extra
space was needed for the overflow
of Christmas crafts that are ·
always in demand at the Winter
Fare__. _
_
_
Central Ware Fare-s are held
twice a year-once in the Fall,
usually just before Christmas
(which is a help to student
shoppers), and again in the
Spring. Ware Fare has been part
of Central since 1975 when the
idea was brought to life by
graduate student Terry Taylor, a
business major from Alaska.
Taylor had attended such fairs in .
California and brought the idea to
Dr. Don Wise, Dean of Students,
who liked the idea and gave his
approval. Since that time, the
three-day fair has grown 'and
flourished with each fair a little
larger than the last. The fair
brings craftsmen to Central from
all over the state. Not only are the
fairs for profit but can also give
students creative ideas on how
their talents can be used to make
crafts of their own.

Peter Peter Joyes, an artist from Kirkl•nd was a
main attraction at the Spring Ware -Fare. His

ednesday ·
·Speciar
.m.

BY JODY DAIGNEAULT

5 Large prawns simmered
in hutter, :Liehfraumilch wine,
salad bar, roll, lemon,
garnish
$595

Boneless. Filet of
Chicken -Breast $2 50

Crazy Tequila Tuesday
7 • lO p.m. T
Tequila Dr1·ver
""? ~ _
c
equ1·1a M ary
Tequila Collins - - - I tJ
Tequila Dog
Shots - 75c

D.o uhles- $1 "~ 15c off_all other
Restaurant
Tequila d~inks
~ SmQke House
& Brand Room

Webster's

(Photo by Brad Peck)

Classic film series

Jumbo Sauteed Prawns-

Webster's

personalized posters were very popular.

vakia, while Milos' father laid in
.be·d (he figured · at_ age 48 and
retired fro:qi working with trains
that he'd just .lay in bed for the
rest of his life).
As you've probably guessed i?Y
now, the film had a_ little bit of
eveFything in it-seriousness, silliness, sex, frustratio11 and good
.all-around Czechoslovakian fun.
The only problem I had with the
movie was my inability to
translate Czech dialogue-the film
might have been more appro- ,
priately called Closely Watched
Subtitles. White lettering against
light backgrounds just doesn't cut
it-but then, what do you want,
good gramma,r . or Hollywood
taste?

No, 8 1/2 isn't a new Harry delusions of grandeur and Guido
Reems' porn flick, but rather a ·(Fellini's film alter ego) uses the
1963 film classic by the old sultan medium effectively. When Guido
of sub-titles himself, Federico tells us that he's going to have q
Fellini. The film was the latest 15,000 extras ·pins a sailor doing
installment of the A.S.C./English the soft shoe in his film he only
Department's Classic Film Series: comes up short on the number of
8 1/2 boast> of at least one extras.
Much of the film seems
Academy Award, that being .for
the Best Foreign Language Film. ridiculous, with all "its little side
Generally regarded by critics as' trips but unnervingly enough
Fellini's creative and stylistic high · points out that -most people, the 1
point, the film spends the better · thfogs they do~ and·the things they
portion of the reel examining itself think about are little, if any,
and its mastermind. The film ridiculous. In ·one sense, Fellini's
utilizes a -~'film within a film" · jus' folk; he's got some goals iii •
technique-the film is about a film
and the film's focal point-a film mind and he's got to go through
director-and . makes little effort some pretty crazy things to get
to hide the suspicion that· it is . there. In another ·sense, Fellini's
about Fellini himself.
got a talent and a.' visual technical Assuming the film is about ability to -do things that few else
Fellh_li, then it is a fair assumption can: namely, presenting his views
to say that he's one pretty spacy in a humorous, biting, and usually •
dude. The film provides some succinct way.
.
.·
very insightfut views into Fellini's
Fellini's popularity, even today,
childhood; sexual fantasies, expec- still seems _confined to a cult
tations, and shortcomings. I'll bet ' following and I can see why. _
you thought YOU could conjure up Without the general cover of "art",
some vivid fantasies-Fellini's much of what he does on film
mind's eye gives him a harem of · would be awfully hard to swallow.
women who _grovel at his feet, and _ In fact, if there is ·- social
when he takes a bullwhip to keep . redeeming value to seeing a half
them in line they merely mutter dozen Catholic school boys stamp
how "delicious" it felt.
and clap a rhythm for a fat ugly •
The medium of film is good as' · whore to dance to~ then the issue
any to allow one to express one's of pornography is moot ..

,....________________________________________________
_
'
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Dance,
'Dance,
Dance
to

"Dance, Dance, Dance," is· the title of the program
be
performed by Orchesis in the.Threepenny.Playhouse on May 17-20
_at 8 p.m. T,he: show, also including guest performances by three
members of the Ellensburg Youth Ballet, will have a free
'
admission.
"Orchesis · is · an organization that aµows :lor 1a great ·deal of
student input," said Lana Jo- Sharpe, the group advisor.
Orchesis has been under the direction of Sharpe for_ll years.
".The group had dissolved when !'got here," said Sharpe, "I had to
re-form it."
·
The name Orch~sis, a Gre~ word that ·originally meant, "the
dancing place," began many years ago and is~ common pattern at
the college level.
.
.·
, The purpose of Orchesi~, as- stated in their constitution, is: 1)
to promote dance and the ,performing arts; 2) to provide
experiences . in . self expression and 3) to allow students ·-to
choreogra.ph__,and perform original dances."
··'
People fi:oi:n many departments participate in Orchesis,
according to Sharpe; many people enjoy this form of expression,
"I like to dance," said Ken Wippel, "It gives mea.real feeling of
involvement." He also said that it was a physfoal outlet.
Patrick Radford, another member of Orchesis said, "I love to·
perform." He said that he enjoys entertaining people, 'as he is also·
involved in Drama.
"You're expressing feeling; expressing feelings inside yourself
in ·response to the. music," commented Mary Mahan.
'
The skill level involved in Orchesis is varied, said Sharpe, "Some
are highly skilled and some have never had a· dance class but are
sensitive and artistic people."
,
· Orchesis does not hold auditions, anyone can be in it," said
Sharpe, "much, of what the gro,up ·is really about is dealing with
people and the. interest of the individual."
Each year the general character of the group changes because of
new people and awarenesses .
.According to Sharpe, Orchesis has grown each year in number
~nd artistry. The group now has 21 'members.
''I'm pleased;" commented Sharpe, "it makes it easier for me;
there's a lot of personal value for me seeing people grow."
The students involved in Orchesis share a common interest in
da11:ce and enjoy working .on a personal fevel with each other.
Patty Bettine said that she enjoys Orchesis· because she likes
working with other people.
"I really enjoy dancing and performing," said Kathy Yonemitsu,
"I like being cr~ative and working with other people." '
The type of dance performed by Orchesis is primarily modern.
I can be structured but also improvisational; and · involves
ereative movement. The subjects of the dances dea~ with abstract
· . and literal things.
.
' One of the important values of Orchesis, according t\) Sharpe, is
that most of the dances are created by students. "The dances are
never a c(!rbon copy of anything."
·
"It's a chance to have your ·work performed," said Scott
Robinson, "it happens to be the only fa.,cility on campus wher~ I -can
. pursue my explorations of what my defin).tion of dance is."
As the danc'e.rs get more---ex-pefiencer-Shatpe encourages them to
choreogl'.aph dances. "We have had unskilled dancers, who have
been abl~
create," said Sharpe.
.
· The choreographers also design their own costumes for
performa.n-ces ..
"Orie third of our people are men," said Sharpe, "Orchesis is for
people...:...not just women." ·
-

Smooth & easy-Christie Brown and Jeff Palmer
make it seem so easy
/

to

Form and Feeling..:_Ken Wippel, Pat Radford and
Scott Robinson expr·e ss fo.r m with their feelings

. Photos by
Damian Schwarz
Story by ·
Becky Prieur

Tools of the trade -

The dancer's feet and hands express feelings
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Return this·postpaid forin .
to apply for the
American Express® Card
-even hefore you graduate.
You are probably aware of the fact that most American
Express U..rdmembers (!,llm over $20,000 a year. As a college
.graduate, we (';Xpecl you have a simila~ earning potential So you
are invited to apply for all the privileges and benefits ·
of American Express <Ardmembe-rship-even before you
· graduate if you have accepted pert!UJnent emplnyment at an
annual salary of ~nly $8,.5 00 or more.
.

.

DETACH ALONG DOTT~D LINE, FOLD, AND TAPE OUTSIDE EDGES TO FORM POSTPAID CARD.
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Seasons' last producti9n a success
rude egotistical radio personality attention from their entrance to
Sheridan Whiteside, Peggy their exit. Though most of the
Along with The Boys in the Robertson as the gushing Lorraine characters were strongly porBand and Curious Savage, the Sheldon, Debbie Radcliff as trayed, they were at tiples marred
Spring student production of Maggie Cutler (Whiteside's com- by weak performances giv.en by
Kaufman & Hart's. The Man Who petent secretary) and Chris Caples Mr. & Mrs. Stanley. Two fine
Came to Dinner can also be termed as the edgy Nurse Preen. All were actors-but the characters that
a success. . The student-directed expert in their roles as they they portrayed just did not make
play was presented to a very · brought the '30's characters to life. it across to the audience.
The most unforgettable people
· The most enjoyable part of the
receptive audience the evening
this reviewer attended the play.
in the play, for this reviewer, were evening was that at no time during
The audience was ready to be . not the major characters but the the play did the audience have to
entertained and they were. For cameo roles. Excellent character- work. As an audience member you
the three hours of the show, which · izations were presented to the just sat back and became
seemed considerably less, the audience by Charlie Burke as entertained by the humorous
twenty-three member cast ·Professor Metz, and Sarah Thomp- stage movement. There were no
brought to life the antics and son as Harriett Stanley, Max deep hidden meanings or heavy
mishaps of Sheridan Whites~de Worst as Beverly Carlton and messages, just an entertaining
and Co.
Ronnie Payne as Banjo. These evening.
Commendable performances characters! t~ough ·only on stage
In any stage production there
were given by Brian Kerns, as the for a short time, captured ~y_our_ are bound to be the small technical
'***********-************************ _ problems.. A long scene c~ange
caused a bit of movement m the
~
audience as .they were left sitting
0
a
in the dark for what seemed like
five minutes. Many times during
the play the audience witnessed
U .I:'.
many of the actors troubled by
exits. The problem seemed to be
~'
not having enough room to move
I_ody_ Daigneault
off-stage and' close the doors
behind them. Any . play can be
This year's Festival of Arts is drawing to a close, and if it hasn't
plagued with the little things that
~ been a happenin', then folks, it ain't never gonna happen. An
never really occur to the producabundance of jazz, rock, and dance has been (and will continue) to ~ tion crew.
be feat~red on ca~pus.
.
As a student director,. B_ruce
The Jazz and swmg performed m recent days has been heaven
Hopkins should be commended for
for jazz buffs: The Jazz Invitational brought in some of the most
the job he and his cast and crew
~ tale~ted high scho?l. students in the state. They all sounded !ike
~id to bring the thr~e. evenings of
t~ey? been practicn~g for the last 30 .years ~r so. T~e Jazz ~ hght and entertammg perforhighlight of the Festival of Arts came m the Jazz vocalist Jon
mances to the opening of the Fine
Hendricks' concert. Hendricks really blew the audience away, but
Arts FestivaL
_ __ _
I think that he was blown away by the compentency of his backup
band, Central's Jazz Choir I and the Jazz Bud I of local (and all
!!"
~ points East) fame. Some very gifted people had some great jazz
music to present to students these last couple weeks.
Rock music also had a heyday (or is it heyweek?) last week. ;
Magi was out at the Ranch playing better than ever, despite their
no longer having a keyboardist. Magi picked up a few different
tunes to take up the slack left by the loss of keyboards. Magi is
~ rapidly becoming one of the Northwest's more formidable rock
bands. The music and general repertoire are great and their
vocals are excellent. They all have to work a little harder to fill up ~
the keyboard holes, but they've got more than enough talent to do
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN
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*~ Lucky Pierre was in town last week, bringing their good times *
*
~
**·
as well as good music. Guitarist Cordell was looking great with his *
"wing tip" plastic sunglasses and clashing leather vest. All in the ~
** Pierre
band were cooking and their sense of humor at its best. Lucky *
is the only band around that asks the musical question *
~ "What does a circus and a Las Vegas chorus line have in common?" *
* Another of Ellensburg's hot rock bands, Nashband, was at the *
* Cornerstone for four sets of smokin' rock and roll. Nashband, like ~
* -fine wine, just gets better with age.
* Nashband-they're hot.

**~
*
*

Keep an eye and ear out of

Charles Burke as Professor Metz visits Sheridan Whiteside
portrayed by Brian Kerns as Maggie Cutler (Debbie Radcliff) listens
in the successful student production of "The Man Who Came to
Dinner."

•111..-.!ll••••lllllllllll"'•lll•

*
*
*
*

Rock fanatics will ~e pleased to hear that nationally-known
Seattle-based Stryker will be performing at the Ranch Tavern on
Saturday, May 27. Stryker has just come off a national tour ;
backing up big name acts like Styx, Meat Loaf, Judas Priest,
Mahogany Rush and The Outlaws.

**

Texas Instruments

**********************************~

helps you

Manage. your personal finances

like a professional Y#ith the
Tl Money Manager
The Tl Money Manager lets you, the consumer, figure your ''best
deal, " compare savings yields, plan future savings needs, determine
discounts and sales tax plus offers all the functions of a regular catculator.
·
·
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Suggested Retail $21.95
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Available at
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King Tut series f ea tu red
There were three days set aside November 15.
at Central last week for
Also on Monday in Hertz Hall,
Tutankhamun Celebration.
In- there were three women who
cluded in this celebration were . demonstrated Middle Eastern
films, lectures and Middle Eastern dancing. Patricia Tabet, a Central
dancing.
•
student, performed belly dancing;
The Tutankhamun Celebration she also teaches this -at Yakima
was presented by the School of Valley College. Her performance
Arts and Humanities in place of was followed by Barbara Cargill
their annual symposium. Much of (from Chicago) and Barbara Moser .
the funding was provided by the (from Seattle) who performed a
National Endowment of the number of Egyptian dances.
Humanities. The film and the
Tuesday evening, Eugene David
lecture were made possible by the Cruz-Uribe gave a lecture and
Seattle Art Museum.
slide show. This was probably the
Monday, a film was shown highlight of the Tutankhamun
entitled Of Times, Tombs, and Celebration. In his talk, CruzTreasures. It was produced by the Uribe, covered the excavating of
Exxon Corporation and narrated the tomb by Howard Clark in 1922,
by J. Carter Brown. The film, to the life of Tutankhamun, his
which ha~ recently been nomi- death, and his treasures, many of
nated for an academy award, which 'are now on display in the
examined the world of Tutank- "Treasures of Tutankhamun" exhamun and his tomb. It set the hibition.
stage for the "Treasures of TutCruz-Uribe is an Egyptologist
ankhamun" exhibition that will be who is now working with the
hosted in Seattle by the Seattle Seattle Art Museum. He has ·been
Art Museum from July H~ through studying at the University' of
"Statuett~· of the -Goddess Selket", one of 55 objects in the
Treasures of Tutankhamun exhibit, presented by the Seattle Art
Museum at Seattle Center, July 15-November 15.

Sky Diving_ Classes
in Ellensburg
Licensed inst.ruction, all
gear provided. U .S.P .A.
affiliated. For more infor7
, mation, call Sue, 925-4381
evenings or Central W a.
Sky Divers, ( 509) 829-6542

Chicago for seven years, and
almost has his doctorate in
Egyptology. He _is cur;..entlx.
travelling around giving this
le.c ture in many areas in conjunction with the "Tr easures of
Tutankhamun" exhibit.
The last event was Wednesday
evening.
It was a discussion
between five panel members
entitled "The Pyramids from
Three Perspectives: Artistic,
Historical, and Scientific." The
panelists were: Nancy Johnson, a
student here at Central; Dr.
Quentin W. Fitzgerald who took
the perspective of the pyramids as
Art; Dr. Robert ·B. Bennet,
physics; Dr. · Helmi S. Habib,
Chemistry and Eugene CruzUribe, Egyptologist.
Attendance at these programs
was very good and in most
spectators' eyes they were successful and interesting.
CruzUribe was described by one
viewer as charming and full of
really new and inspiring ideas.

Swingers' spring show reviewed
BY VAL VARDEMAN
The Central Swingers recently
presented their annual Spring
show to enthusiastic audiences.
This year's production was. entitled Rythm and :ghyme. Barbara
Brummett is the directorI choreographer for the group.
The first half of the program
featured pop and show tunes
supporting the title theme.
Particularly enjoyable were Dry
Bones and Clouds. Dry Bones was
a light, fast-moving spiritual which
was coupled with well-written
choreography to produce a num-

her that was fun for both the Have to Do is Dream opened the
audience and the performers. second half. Other soft, flowing
Clouds was the most impressive of pieces such as To Know Him and
the numbers in the first half, · Tom Dooley were very sensipossibly because of its unexpec- tively done. Soloist Tim Engel
te.dri e ss · and unusual-- ethereal held his own in th.e contest for the
quality.
Special effects for it "teen idol" image. He was backed
included a background tape of the up by the group in a typically '50's
wind and muted washes of color style on It's Only Make Believe.
over the stage. Soloist for Clouds Paul Dalton crooned the melody of
were Ted Eudy, Jim Parker, and It's All in the Game later in the
Caren Waggoner.
show.
The second half consisted of the
The Swingers' concert was an
top 11 hits of 1958. Creativity on altogether pleasurable experience,
the Swin~ers' part enhanced a one which accomplished its real
surprisingly varied group of songs. purpose-to provide just plain
The beautifully mellow All I entertainment.
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Sports
Bits
Jack Corey
"You are her~ and warm ... but I could look away and you'd be
gone ... " All of us interpret and fashion songs to fit our own
personal lives and happenings. Well, in this case, Bob Welch could
have written that part of his song (from "Sentimental Lady';) to fit
what happened this year at Central.
Back in 1966, the Evergreen Conference members got together
and decided to award the team which did the best overall in sports
for the whole year with a trophy. Now, being logical people they
decided to come up with quite an original name for that accolade.
They decided to call it "The All-Sports Trophy."
And ever since the trophy was awarded in 1966, it hadn't left its
first appointed home, that being the trophy case at Nicholson
Pavilion. For the last 11 years no team could unleash our grip
upon the trophy or the fact that we were the best EvCo institution,
sportswise; until it was announced who had won it this year.
Only three sports were used this year to determine the winner:
Football, basketball and baseball. After football was over, the
leader was the team that won the championship-Oregon College
of Education. Central had tied Eastern for third, behind Western.
After the basketball season dried up and turned into spring,
Central and Eastern were tied for the lead, since both tied for first
place in league standings during the winter season.
Then, Central's chances for displaying the trophy for yet
another year came to an abrupt end as the baseball team suffered
one of their worst seasons in years. Out of the seven teams,
Central took a dismal sixth. The team that ended up with the best
record in baseball this year is also the team that will have to find a
place.to put the All-Sports Trophy. Eastern Washington will now
be the proud owners of the trophy, but only for a season.
After football next year, the Eagles, along with the Wildcats;
will be saying goodbye to the Evergreen Conference.
A couple of basketball coach Dean Nicholson's hoopsters will be
putting on the war paint for the crew Tom Parry is chief of-the
football team.
After having played very consistently for the roundballers last
year, Chris Olsen will be vying for, and is at the moment in the
front seat for; the job of offensive tight end for next season. His
height, quickness and jumpability makes him almost a natural for
the job.
Cris Coley,. the long-range gunner for the junior varsity
basketball team last year, is testing his arm out for long-range
action on the grid-iron. He's up against Jon Martin and a few
others for the quarterback position.
Several basketball players ended up contributing in one or more
othe~ sports during their year here. In track this year, Gary
Hollms, who was on the court crew until sickness silenced him, is
leading the Evergreen Conference in the 110-meter hurdles by
almost three/tenths of a second. Gregg Arlt, nephew of track
co~ch .~pike Arlt, ha~ the fourth-best triple jump in the league at
46 3~4 . Another basketball player, this one from Eastern, is
leadmg· that event with a jump of over fifty feet-Victor White.
Brian Hagbo helped out on the baseball team this year and came
out with one of the better batting averages for the team. He
played left field on a platooned basis.
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Track nationals begin today
Led by sophomore Mark Brown,
four Central athletes are ·entered
in this week's (May 18-20) N.A.I.A.
national track and field championship at Abilene Christian University in Texas.
In statistics released this.week,
Brown continues to lead the
N .A.I.A. 5,000 meter contestants
with a time of 14:10.6. The nearest
conpetitor is eight seconds behind.
Also at nationals for the Wildcats will be Mitch Ringe, a senior
from Ellensburg, Henry Midles
(senior, Olympia) and John
Winters (s~nior, Edmonds).
Midles injured his back during the
district meet last meet, but is
expected to be ready for nationals.
Ringe enters nationals after a
winning performance at district
with a toss of 165.7. The 6'7", 250pound Ringe has a top effort of
169.0 this season, which ranks
ninth nationally. This will be his
fourth straight trip to the
championships.
Midles will be makihg his third
trip to the N .A.I.A. event. His
best mark of 166.1 in the hammer
this year is the eighth best
nationally.
Winters, in the pol~ vault, has
cleared 15'4" and 15'6" this year.

He ranks in the top 12 entering Wildcats will be tested · Friday,
this week's competition.
hoping to qualify for Saturday's
Central's first competitor in finals.
Abilene will be Mieles.
The
Central coach Spike Arlt said
hammer th:row is slated for _ approximately 50 athletes are
Thursday. The remaining three entered in each of the 21 events.

Tennis tournament
-marred by-weather
When the weather - didn't cooperate, the Northwest Small
College Tennis Tournament in
Tacoma last weekend, became a
test of endurance as well as tennis
ability.
Forced to move many matches
indoors because of rain, tourney
officials scheduled matches when
courts became available. Unfortunately, for some, that meant as
late as 3 a.m.
Central's Robie Dowie was one
who found herself beginning a
match at 3 a.m. After winning
that one, Dowie immediately
began another match which
finished at 5:30 a.m.
Pam Cockrum competed at 2
a.m .• and was back on the courts to
meet another opponent at 9:30

a.m. Cockrum won three of four
matches to place third in No. 3
singles. She also teamed with
Jane Andreotti for a third place
finish in No. 2 doubles.
Central placed seventh with 10
points in the 14-team tourney,
which was won by Lewis & Clark
with 54 points. Lewis & Clark and
the University of l.daho qualified
for nationals 'in California at the
end of May.
"We are a young team, and for
most it was their first college
tournament," coach Dee Johns
said. "I think we all benefited
from the tournament and the
experience gained by competing
against quality players. I think we
should be much stronger next
year."

Other top performances by trackees so far this year have been
turned in by Mark Brown, who leads the conference in three
long-distance events and is second in another. A story on Brown \s
found in another part of the sports section. Halle August is listed
among the top eight in the 100-yard and 100-meter dashes, as is
Andy Sha:P· Brian !.feyntsen is the pace setter in the 440-yard
dash by six/tenths ot a second at 49.4 He~ntsen is also among
the top six in the 200-meter and 400-meter dashes.
John Freeburg is fifth in the 10,000-meter run with a time of 31
minutes, 14 seconds, while Dean Erikson is fourth-best in the
120-high hurdles and trails only Hollins in the 110-meter hurdles.
In the field events, Mike Hamilton has been battling for the top
spot in the javelin all season and is currently in second by about
two feet. Mitch Ringe is still the Number One man in the discus
as he has been all season. Darrel Charles is fifth in the triple jump,
one position behind Arlt. In the hammerthrow, Wildcat Henry
Midles is easily dominating the rest in this event by over seven
feet. John Winters is two inches shy of the league lead in the pole
vault, anq Jeff Hocker is fourth-best in the long jump.
Mike Ammerman ended up with the best batting average for the
Cats this spring. His average of .328 put him at the thirteenth-best
hitter in the conference.
As a team, the Cats finished in the cellar in team batting at .209.
Their fielding was also less than sparkling as they finished last
w~th an average of .914. Western had the best. fielding average
with .949. The Cats finished with 103 errors, 21 more than the
next squad.
- In pitching, Central e11ded up occupying fifth out of seven places
in the ElvCo. The final E.R.A. was 5.21, which means they gave up
an average of over five runs per nine inning game. Leading the
league was Eastern Oregon-with and E.R.A. of 2.45. Ken Aries led
the Cat squad with an E.R.A. ·of 3.38.
Southern Oregon had the top three hitters in the conference, led
by an average of .459 by John White. Their next two players each
hit an even .400.
The Cats led the league in put-outs, assists, triples, at-bats,
games played and, as said before, errors.
There's always next year.

YAKIMA
207 E. Yakima Avenue
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Twirling to the top

?

only to have it called back to his
own ten because of a basically
One if the toughest decisions I routine idiotic clip by his Reisman
have to make . occurs every Trophy losing lineman, Lessbrane
Saturday and Sunday from the Faceugly.
But we don't even have that
middle of October through the end
choice at our Wildcat football
of Winter Quarter each year.
Should I watch the football games. Since it would tend to get
game half-time show or the second a little difficult and expensive to
half of the Bugs Bunny-Roadrun- run 943-yard coaxial cable from
ner Hour?
your dorm room to the third row
It all boils down to whether I'm at Tomlinson Field, you're struck
up to being thrilled by the Tuba with the boys in the band and their
section forming the front teeth of touring tubas.
Vince Lombardi while the rest of
Oh well, we all need some time
the band plays an inspiring version to "powder our noses," anyway.
of that great old classic, "When
Next year, though, is going to be
Football God Meets Chief God, different around here. In fact you
Which One Does The Grass may have noticed last · football
. Drills?", or cry in anguish when season the talented freshman with
the imbecilic Coyote, in the quick a new and exciting act. . She
space of a half hour, does five belly thrusts into the air a couple of
flops from the top of the canyon to metal clubs while doing seven
the river bed miles below, gets pirouettes, two swan dives, and a
blown to bits accidentally a perfect hook slide into third base,
half-dozen times by his mail- all before she deftly catches the
ordered Acme-Blows-Up-Road~ two spinning clubs again that have
runner-Kit, and finaliy is made a
finally re-entered the Ellensburg
complete fool of by hopping around atmosphere.
. __
on stage after the show is over - The.Cluos are cailed batons, and
while the slick Roadrunner is she is called Val Ludwick. And she
beep-beeping right in front of him doesn't quite do all that, but she
with the rest of the cast.
could if she practiced.
Oh, what a tough choice it is.
Val leads the Central band
So, after making that earth- during their half-time shows,
shaking decision, I usually end up mainly because she is the best
turning the channel back to the batoner (batonist?) at Central. In
football game just in time to see fact, she is the best in the state.
Billie "White Shoes" Johnson . But she didn't stop there.
dancing exotically in his opponLast August, in the mile-high
ents' end zone after one of his atmosphere of Denver, Colorado,
basically r.outine 97-yard TD run~ .
BY JACK COREY
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Val Ludwick
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Val was acclaimed the Grand
National Champion for her event,
the two baton. By outscoring over
60 other experts in her age group,
as well as the person who was
heavily favored to take the event,
Val was awarded a 4 1/2-foot-tall
travelling trophy.
And it's not your run-of-the-millKentucky-Derby-type of trophy,
either. This well-earned sculptured piece of metal is capable of
holding over a six-pack of Miller
Lite, although this student of
psychology has shown her upper
class breeding by consuming only
victory champagne from its deep
.
well.
What started Ms. Ludwick onto
the road of fame and national
What inspired her to
glory?
become so great that she has
graced the nationally distributed
baton special interest magazine
Twirl for its September '77
eciition?
Show and Tell.
Yup, a third grade show & tell
session led this Ludwick to the
sport she now dominates nationwide. A friend of hers brought a
baton to the class activity hour
back in 1969 and Val sensed
immediately this was for her.
When she asked her friend about
it, she was told it was too late that
year for her to begin practicing.
She waited until she was ten just
to make sure she was ready, then
tossed her first baton when she
celebrated her first decade.
In baton competition, a Grand
National Champion is not allowed
to defend the title sh~ won t ~
year before, so Val will not be able
to swing and fling at this summers'
championships, to be held in
Milwaukee.
Instead she is entering in an
event she is just now starting to
learn, the three baton. Since it is
difficult, if not impossible, for most
of us to juggle even three soft
tennis balls, it's easy to see just
how talented a person must be .to
be able to throw and catch three
spinning metal batons while doing
a dance routine all at the same
time.
These batons have been known
to bruise, bump and even break an
owner's arm every now and then.
- Though she is highly competitive, she feels performance is more
important than winning. "If you
go to the championships with only
the thought of winning as your
goal," she explained, "you have the
(Cont. on Page 21)
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Brown strides to nationals
April 8 when he recorded a time of cross-country and the mile (until
15:02.0. A week later he chopped this year) ever since.
Because of transfer rules,
35 seconds off his time and just
Prior to this _year, Central's- missed the qualifying standard.
Brown was ineligible for crossMark Brown had never run the Then on April 22 in the Seattle co un try this year.
He did,
5,000 meters, but he will enter this Relay he qualified with a 14:18.6, however, train during the fall and
week's N .A.I.A. national meet which was the fastest time in the run in a few cross-country races
with the top qualifying time in that national at the N.A.I.A. level.
unattached, which he said was a
event.
-- - Becoming accustomed fo the considerable help fo~ the track ·
Brown, a sophomore from race, Brown returned to Seattle season.
This spring, Brown has been
Tacoma, was one of five Central May 5 and improved his time to
athletes to qualify for nationals 14:10.6. Following that effort, he running 80-85 miles a week during
workouts. The last two weeks, in
May 18-20 in Abilene, Texas. The , began tapering for nationals.
others are Mitch Ringe (senior,
How did Brown make these preparation for nationals, Brown
Ellensburg), Henry Midles (senior, great strides in such a short time? said he has slowed his pace to long,
Olympia), John Winters (senior, · "I think the biggest reason I've easy runs.
With his No. 1 ranking, Brown is
Edmonds) and Gary Hollins improved so much is the fact that
(senior, Pheoni.X, Arizon-a).
- this is the longest I've gone confident he will perform well at
A transfer from the University without being injured or sick," nationals.
"I ho-pe to finish in the top
of Puget Puget Sound, Brown Brown explained. "I was able to
came to Central as a miler, but was stay healthy, and this is my three," he said. "There will be a
quickly converted to the 5,000 freshman year for anything longer lot of guys there who will be
capable of winning it. I'm used to
than the mile."
meters by coach Spike Arlt.
Brown said he was too slow to be a
Brown's track career was first good competition, and I don't
great miler, so he is happy with delayed in eighth grade when he think it will be much tougher at
the change.
grew too fast, causing aching nationals."
In his last two races, Brown has
"I like running the 5,000 meters knees. That required a lot or
a lot better than the mile," Brown treatment and he sat out the competed against some outstandsaid. "At first of the year -I just entire year. Last season at U.P.S. ing runners from Club Northwest
wanted to qualify for nationals, he was forced to sit out because of and the Oregon Track -Club who
have more experience than Brown.
but I have had to keep changing mononucleosis.
Brown, who is a math major, has
my goals."
It was Brown's sophomore
Brown needed just three races season at Washington.High School a goal of winning a national
to earn a trip to nationals. His in Tacoma that he became a championship. He has his first
first attempt at 5,000 meters was <;iistance runner.
He has run opportunity this week.

BY GREG KUMMER

(Cont. from Page 20)

wrong attitude. A good performance is goal enough."
And a good performance by Val
is what you'll get if you brave the
wind and .the band at halftime at
next. years' grid games.
Anyway, it would cost you
$21°5.16 to run all that -cable out to
the field. Who would pay that
much to see the Roadrunner
running when you can see the best
batc_m _twirler t~i.!l~ng? ________ _

I Ed. conference begins
Central will host the Washington Association of University
Students' Spring Symposium on
Higher Education. The conference
starts tomorrow afternoon and
will run through Sunday, May 21.
The conference will offer a series
of workshops, seminars, discussions, and informal brainstorming
~~ssions on issues of higher

education.
Workshops planned will cover
such issues as Service and
Activities Fees, Title IX policies, .
faculty evaluations, financial aid
programs, veterans affairs, student government organizations, student trustees, campus media,
and other topics including the
problems of disabled students.

Mark Brown

PLAYING

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
MAY 19 & 20
ROCK 'N ROLL WITH A TOUCH OF COUNTRY
1.50

OLD VANTAGE HWY.

: 962-9997
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VOLUNTEER INTERNSHIPS .
CAMPUS iNTERVIEWS-packet.
ARTS/SCIENCE CANDIDATES
Graduating . seniors, who 'have
Are you looking for a Volunteer .
accepted a position, please stop by
The following . firms will have
or write .a note advising the Internship placement in the
Ph1cement Center. ,
· Yakima area? Contact D.S.H.S. · representatives 'at the Placement
(Division of Social and Health Center to interview interested
CAMPUS INTERVIEWSServices) Volu~teer Services •fo~ candidates. Sign-up schedutes are
EDU{;ATION CANDIDATES
more information. The volunteer posted one week, to the day,
office wo'uld 'be happy to give you before the arrival of the interThe following school district will the information on a· variety of ,viewers on campus.
ha1ve a representative at the agencies in the Yakima area who May 18 ... Rai~ier Bank,- Se,attlePlacement Center ·to inter,view have and need volunteer Inte·r11· . , Management Trainee Program,
interested candidates.· The sign- ship stu.dents for various actjvi- . Banking & . Finance~Business · ·
~"" \IONfY, •R.Y "°HAVE AH Oi'f'W
'. Lll<c <:.II.PT G>ll,AXll !
- - -...--;--up schedules are posted one week, - ties. Location is 1211 S. 7th St., · Administratioh .'Majors.
'1
to·theday,befoi'ethearrivalofthe room · 201~B •. Y;:i.kima, '98901; . May lR ... Fidelity Union,
interviewers on .campus. May 18 · phoP. ~! 575-2052. ·
.Seattle-Sales & Mid-Manage-,
.. . Prosser School Distri~t, Pro~EXIT INTERVIEW
, . .,
me._µt:
. , .
.
. May 22 •.. General · Telephone
· ser-lst, 2nd, 3rd, 5th.& 6th Grade
Positions. ·
If this is your last quarter 'at · Company, Coeur ·D'Alene, Idaho':P:UBLIC ,AUCTIQ:N
. , Cent~l and you have re~eived . a Outside Plant E1,1gineering, Indus~
Nationar Direct Student Loan; . ~ trial Technolo~_Y Majors.
·
On June 3, at 1(» a.m. at the you inust make an appointment·for
EPILEPSY 1978
·A
... , ·
·Recreational Center on i'4th an exit interview. · Call the Office
public presentation• series
·
Street, the University' Police . of Student Accounts, 963~354~. or
'
l
Department
hold a public . go·to the second flQor of ·Mitchell foB:turing:
. , .. .
· CREDENTIAL/PLACEMENT
auction of unclaimed j>rQperty, . Halt '],'he office is located· behJnd. ~ May i1 .. .' br~ Roy Kok¢nge,
. FILE
-, noyv ~ in . possessfon of the ·the · Cashier's Office near . the neurologist'; Dr. Ra!ldy Strait,
.Graduating .Seniors who are
University Police .Department. .. account~~g section\
'. , . ·. \pharmacologi~C_..
,·
available· for employment should
, .AmQngitems to· be. auctione~ ·
· _ . · ·u SSTUDENT' · ,' May _ ~~ ;... D_i::. ~homas Thelen,
. . ; 16 . b. . ,. 1 . . .
. 1
OFF CAMP. . .
..
. - genet1c1st. . , _,. ·..... (· "
. . .
est~blish a ' credential/placement
son:ie , 1cyc es, severa
. ·, · .FINANCIAL AIJ)
.. .,. , ' M
•
"
... ·.ni ., " D -v· tt'
file soon.. · . St9p by · the Career are
~atches, · apocket. ca~~ul,atorand ,··.':. ·;, ".
·:, :. -. . . · <'.'···· .'.: ·c ~Y, 25 ··: 0. r . . ....~rry. e - ~~ .~· ·
aqua~tity ofclothing, »All itenis . -.. •:. : S~J1den~ ·,t.eee1v~g fmti9c~al~~d. ··. . psyeholoIDst .. . ·.. · · '
,
,
:W.~l !>.~,s~J~to,.-thihi~h.,es~··bidder. ·: Sum~er .· ~r).l~~er, who. ~.will ., B~:·1 ~ AJlpre~ent~tion~. ~egin-at7 p.h1.r .·,
• . --·" · • 1
.~· ..:~"Z:~'.z..'.,· :,·· :.·
'., P~~-camp~~· -,~u~t ·-~~ke ~fr~~~-., .. i~ - rn~ Grul?~.~'ConfereneE(9en~~r '.
. , /'}~.<·:;:· :"" . ·~~>:>"·~· -.
. ,me?~s . with: t~~ .,.,fi~a~~µil, -,:#~' r 1 and ·. are free ' to the: public. , ., , ·
,· , ·.:' 'J.'.~-•.H~ E' M:i\ioas~ · > ,::
.. ,10ff1~e', · Barge,-.Hall,' room - ~9/by, ,
:·.
"::,-~·"" , ! , ' I '
:
· ,·" ·:·~- · · . ~ . · • J ... ,
·<·· • .-, ,,.. ·:',. · .,; .fuiie·:5
.pr-Ovide,:verifica~'f'.~ . :EMERGENe\':~.,ERVlCE~r- ..r:·
·· ":::u ··Y<>~ ·~riti~ip~t{ji~;F~iL4~3.t ;;tiO~ .ofthe<ltr:ca~p~spro~ani ·~~ciY''.~~:.· · . ···. . ~ .;s~t~l:l··'.·i ~ ,;~-',•.
.pracdetlm·: assignme'nt,: .p lease :t;{n . bff~catiipu~·~ ~dqress wh:~£~ ~/ , Ji~· HaU, .,.~hj~f.jO,CRadio~p~~~, " · .
. .appiy.i~ the H~beler ·a~~i~e .by 'l\1ay~: ·:~'~h_eeks· 3:~~ :to .be sent. ." , ., ~- '.', ·} ~azard9~.~ .' Ma~~rbl}~. a.n~ .}-~d~e,¥,7~ \ •
··3L '- ··
' . ;·;.,,:c-.
.; ..
:1 ~_·.·h:;. ·
·. :.;.;~·.-... '.. t1on Sery1ces: .l.n :tli~ _ Wa~h1~~l1;,· ·
· · ··
·
'·
. . . ' ' ·.:~ -. State . Department ·of . Emergency · ·
· /. ;,·0 .: >·~1 • . , Services, · will' sp~~k .from,, 1 . to 3 ·..
·
p._m. .on .', Mo.nd-~y~ t\fay 22 in the · . i
·. Sociology Loun.ge, Anthr-0.-.~oe:_ ·
· Building~ rooriiAOL ·, : .· · .
.........-...,.._....___..._...__"'!"!"'__~---'!""-----.--~ His topiC ···Hazardous MaterFO~ SALE,
·. 550 REWARD
i:-ials, Accidents :and Incidents,. and .
Eme.rgency Response". There will
· B & Tv~s20; T~ntable.:...s3o. · .L ost · engagement ring, .gold.
be films and slides of particular
ca11·.963-3054, evenings.
setting with 7 diamonds. Call · ·incidents.
·
after ·5 .p.m., 962".2~ 72. . ·
·
' BLOOD PRESSURE
WELL, lFeELIN6-

will

1

• •

ilnd·must

I'
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, , · JOBS&.CAREERS
'!

Eastern Washington ·Employment Agency-:-Jobs
careers
in the .Columbia Basin. · Top•· performing .athlete's hire an ·
agent ' to market their ~kills~
. Why not you?
.
.
If yo.u are , interested in
wor~ng • living in one of the
, fastest~growing areas in t'he .
North~est, write today: · Eastern · WashiBgton Employment
Agency, 321 South BeecJ:t, Moses
Lake, 98837 or call: 765-1213•.

and

..
~/

.

-

, :~ ' i't'$ ~Jee1ing that sl~wly .,d escends upon
you:The~x9ms,.the pop tests, the requir~d

'. readin~l;the hours ,at .the library, the tt)esis-.
, , ·. ' . '
.... ' · 13Utyou can: This_weekend, take ·off, say
,, -hello to your friends, see the ,sights, h.ave a
great tir:n~. You'll arrjve .with money in your ..
:: pocketbecauseyour GreyhDund trip doesn't
. ,, ·~take
thatmUch
out :.of it. .lI . ·. . · . .....
· .· :..
·" .
.,·.. ·.·'
.
. .
,
!'; .:.1fy09~. q=rteS,lingtired; <ttepressed and ,
,\' ~, ~xhaust~cWgrab a Greyhound and split. Ifs a
· * sure cure:forthe blahs. · · - , .

·..,they wc;>n'tgoaway~ ' '' , .

~ ~:·.Daily :.o:~p~tllres
3 ;Daily
·. .· ·6 Dai.ly
6 ,Daiiy
6. Daily

Departures,·
Departures
Departures
Departures

Ask your ag'erit about additional departures and return trips.
(Prices subiect to change.)

Bus & Audrey Wyant

801

Okano~an

.

~PROFaSIONAL ·TYPIST

wm .. tlleee&,
'

'

'

~· ·papen.
eoane work; tables, claarta, etc.
Call: ' 925:-1727• . Ask for GaD.
WANTED

,. La:rp 2 .or more bedroom
.·house or Apartment to rent from
. 6/12t78-8il2/78•. :Rent must be
· »$200 ,or· less. per month. ·· Call
1;.586-228~ after 8 p.m . .

, SCREENING

.

Free blood .:pressur~ scree11ing
will be conducted today in . the
' S. U.B., betw~en tlie hours ·of 10
a.m. and 2 p.m .. ·
Thi·s community ·service is
sponsored by the' stu.dents of the
Allied Health · Sciences .Department .in cooperation with the
American Heart Association. For
· further information~ contact the
Healtl1 Science Department; 963- .
2803, or Catherine Devney, R.N .,
at 925-9368. _' ,
·
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SCHLITZ

MALT LIQUOR

/

303 Wenas St. Ellensburg
"'-

'
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Carling Brewery Taconta, Wa.
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HARDCORES!!!!

OLDIES BUT GOODIES
SA.TURDAY 6 A.M.-10 A.M..
HARDCORE T-SHIRTS!!!!
.

(21 _& _QVER __ONLY - 99 CAPACITY) ·

(15SPECIALRAINBOW- 84REGULAR)
OVER 100 SWEEPSTAKES NUMBERS!!!!
(NEXT ISSUE A , SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKES FOR ALL WHO SAVED SLIPS ALL YEAR)
Sweepstakes Winners May 1-15
Chris
Jay
Jim
Bill
Paula

136947
136872
136866
136863
136854

Ed
Teri
Erin
Jim
Hoss

136248
136287
136277 136313
136262

Ed
Bruce
Rick
Paulette
Leslie

136452
135933
135892
135917
135963

Don
Kay
Ted
Doug
Forest

136882
136876
136950
136946
136940

Craig
Doyle
Shelly
Zo
Shawn

136427
136425
136418
136409
136410

Tim
Zo
Pat
Willie
Bill

135959
135964
135946
135900
135925

Jeff
Dan
Doug
Andy
Tock

136225
136219
136210
136207
136157

Lou
Bob
Klick
Heaton
Mike

136304
136329
136320
136265
-136255

Tom ·
- Mike
Rick
Roger
Diana

136547
136529
136521
135594
135988

Bill
Ralene
George
Chuck
Jeff

136168
136147
136139
136911
136906

Chris
Diane
Rosemary
Dennis
Brendt

136414
136389
136347
136493
136488

Vickie
Karen
Bridgett
Van
Deb

136902
136187
136181
136184
136182

Derral
Sheri

Rift
Kurt

John

135874
136475
136447
136489
136466

Chrissa
Debbie
Dick
Loyse
Kelly

135985
135949
136512
135984
135971
Linda
Sharleen
Brad
MicheUe
Manfred

Pat
Greg
Jim
Ted
Gary
Dave
Greg
Mike
Gayle
Karen

137114
136638
' 137111
136609
136722
136717
136714
136599
136591
136586

Steve
Phil
Larry
Tony
William

136585
136566
f 36564
136562
136956

George
Sue
Colleen
Paul
Lynn

136825
136824
136813
136785
136765

137772
137757
137751
137793
137792

Kris
Terri
Carla
Dorothy
Dave

137786
137784
137778
137770
137773

Eric
Randy
Shawn
Jim
Dave

137812
138000
137882
137810
137805

Nancy
Dana
Ed
Ralph
Linda

137801
137861
135842
135823
135817

Angela
Jeff
Greg
Jody
Chris

137904
135845
135843
135841
137955

Monte
Jerry
Lisa
Cathy
Tom

135818
136651
137142
136637
136635

OVER 13,000 DELIVERIES!!!!
WE DELIVER 5-2 DAIL_Y
•

..

•

